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STATE VISION OF ROLE OF NATIONAL HOUSEHOLD TROOPS   OF 
UKRAINE IS IN MODERN TERMS

Introduction
Today, one of the problems the use of 

force law enforcement (FLE) in Ukraine is 
a statist vision of the role of the National 
Guard of Ukraine (NGU) in modern con-
ditions (in terms of aggression against the 
Russian Federation, Ukraine and driving a 
hybrid war). As stated in pigs [1], Ukraine 
created the Bureau of hybrid warfare counter 
that teach how to resist the Kremlin’s meth-
ods. This is the agency «Interfax-Ukraine» 
reported one of the coordinators of the Bu-
reau, director of public relations Eugene 
Magda, informs «Publicist». According to 
him, the main objective Bureau - hibryd-

Federation, Ukraine, and its distribution in 
Europe. The Bureau is going to help in the 
development of Ukraine’s state policy in 
combating hybrid technology war, promote 
the development of a common strategy for 
NATO and the EU to minimize its impact 
in Europe, signs of the deployment of the 
hybrid wars in other areas. It is important in 
this situation to consider NGU place as one 
of the main components of the FLE.

Analysis of the last researches and 
publications. At present Ukraine as a Eu-

a broad coalition with antyputinsku EU and 
NATO. As stated in [2], the current crisis 

-
talitarian ideologies of democracy and all 
democratic forces must join forces for ef-
fective opposition to the aggressive plans of 
Russia.

In view of the above, in the present cir-
cumstances it is important at the national 

-
ment agencies in general and NGU Ukraine 
– in particular. In known open author of this 
problem is not adequately covered.

A selection of unsolved is earlier 
parts of general issue. For today as nev-

er for Ukraine appeared the problem of 
providing of integrity of the state and her 
national safety. National household troops 
of Ukraine are one of component forces of 

-
catory constituent of providing of internal 
safety of the state. Coming from it, state vi-
sion of role the National household troops 
of Ukraine in modern terms are a near-term 
task both for public authorities and organs 
of military management.

Aim of the article. To ground state vi-
sion of role the National household troops 
of Ukraine in modern terms that is condi-
tioned by aggression of Russian Federation 
against Ukraine and prosecution of hybrid 
war in her east areas.

Exposition of basic material.  
National Guard of Ukraine (NGU) – a 

military formation with law enforcement 
functions, part of the Ministry of Internal 

perform the tasks of security and protection 
of life, rights, freedoms and legal interests 
of citizens, society and state from criminal 
and other unlawful acts, public order and 
public security, and in cooperation with law 
enforcement agencies – to ensure public 
safety and protection of state borders, com-
bating terrorism, of illegal paramilitary or 
armed groups (groups), terrorist organiza-
tions, organized groups and criminal organ-
izations [3].

caused by «Anti-terrorist operation» carried 
out by the state in all areas (regions) and 
the most active in the Donetsk and Lugansk 
regions, and also attracted by the strength 
and resources of «Hybrid warfare «which 
unleashed the Russian Federation.

As a result, the government has identi-
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Tabl.1
The task of the National Guard of Ukraine

The legal 
framework

Tasks (feature)

Law of 
Ukraine On 
the National 
Guard of 
Ukraine

   1. Protection of Ukraine constitutional order, the integrity of its territory 
against attempts to change them by force.
   2. Protection of public order, safety and protection of life, health, rights, 
freedoms and legitimate interests of citizens.
  3. Participation in ensuring public safety and public order during meet-
ings, marches, demonstrations and other events that endanger the lives 
and health of citizens.

Ministers of Ukraine, participating in activities of public health govern-

   5. Protection of nuclear facilities, nuclear materials, radioactive waste 
and other radiation sources state ownership of important state objects, 
listed by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine.
   6. Protection of special cargoes, listed by the Cabinet of Ministers of 
Ukraine.

and international organizations in Ukraine.
   8. Protection central database logistical support of the Ministry of Inter-

and other provocations on the state border, as well as measures to prevent 
mass transfer state border from the territory of neighboring states.
   10. Participation in the special operations of neutralization of armed 
criminals, not stopping activities provided by law paramilitary or armed 
groups (groups), organized groups and criminal organizations in Ukraine, 
as well as in activities related to combating terrorism.
   11. Participation in stopping riots involving violence against citizens.
  12. Participation in the restoration of law and order in case of inter-eth-

case of capture important state objects or areas that threatens the safety of 
citizens and violates the normal activity of state and local governments.
   13. Participation in maintaining or establishing law and order in the 
areas of particularly serious technogenic emergencies or natural disasters 

-
zootiy etc.) that pose a threat to life and health. 

attempts to capture state power or change the constitutional order by vio-
lence in the restoration of state authorities, local self-government. 
   15. Participation in the aftermath of emergencies or crisis situations at 
the sites that are protected by it. 
   16. Participation in activities of the legal regime of martial law. 
   17. The tasks of territorial defense. 
   18. The defense of critical state facilities and special cargoes, listed by 
the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, military bases and logistical support 

Additions to 
the Law of 
Ukraine On 
the National 
Guard

1. Cover the state border in case of open aggression
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     To justify the position statist vision of 
the role of NGU in modern terms, consider 
the existing interpretation of the concepts of 
«anti-terrorist operation» and «hybrid war», 
then conduct analysis tasks NGU according 

this approach of comparative analysis will 
determine the role of NGU in the modern 
world.
Hybrid War – is not new, but the actual type 
of war that is not only and not so much guns 
and tanks, as the forces of political propa-
ganda, terror, disinformation and economic 
pressure on the enemy [5]. 
Hybrid War also includes special services of 
subversive activities in enemy territory. The 
word «hybrid» in this context means using 
more immediately leverage pressure on the 

-
tant, but only part of this war. 

An example of a hybrid war is aggression 
against the Russian Federation, Ukraine [5]. 

-

and even military personnel in the war used 
Russian. Russian television militaryzku 
uses propaganda to cover up or vypravdu-
vannya aggression and military equipment 
and soldiers disguised form forces «militia 
of Donbass», which is actually a regular 
part of the Russian army with some local 
people.

Member of the Upper House of Parlia-
ment of the Netherlands, former security 
adviser to the UN and NATO, Major Gen-
eral Retired Frank van Kappa convinced 
that confrontation with Russia Ukraine has 
applied a new method of warfare. [6] Back 

-
tiple Futures – attempt to look into the fu-
ture and get an idea of what you can soon 
expect to international security. Over the 
study worked more than eight thousand 
scientists, the military and politicians not 
only from NATO member states. The re-

forecasts for begun to be present). In one 
scenario, against a weak, divided views in 
the international community will be possi-
ble to return to the policies of the nineteenth 
century, when the strong (militarily and 
economically) State will impose its own 
will of the weaker countries. 

In this situation, all branches of power in 
Ukraine should accumulate all the potential, 
including the oral mucosa, which is part of 
NGU. 

It is known that anti-terrorist operation 
(ATO) (eng. Anti Terrorist operation) – a set 
of coordinated special measures aimed at 
prevention, prevention and suppression of 
criminal acts carried out with a terrorist pur-
pose, the release of the hostages, neutraliz-
ing terrorists, minimizing the consequences 
of a terrorist act or other crime, ongoing ter-
rorist purposes.

Following the adoption in 2003 of the 
Law of Ukraine «On Fighting Terrorism» 
in the state created the legal framework to 
combat terrorism. According to the Law 
of Ukraine «On Fighting Terrorism» at the 
Antiterrorist Centre (AC) responsible for:

– development of conceptual bases and 

– the collection, compilation, analysis 
and assessment of information on the sta-
tus and trends of terrorism in Ukraine and 

– organizing and conducting anti-ter-
rorist operations and coordinate activities 

-

– participation in the development of 
international agreements of Ukraine and 
provide suggestions for improving the leg-

-

terrorism, counter-terrorism operations and 
interventions to prevent, detect and deter 

– interaction with special services and 
law enforcement agencies of foreign states 
and international organizations on issues of 
anti-terrorism.

One of combating terrorism is the Minis-
try of Interior, which includes NSU, whose 
objectives are: prevention, detection and 

-
-

mentation of selected capabilities.
-

jectives discussed NGU degree of correla-
tion (Fig. 1). 
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So based on the above, considering the 

in modern conditions gives reason to say:
1. Ukraine National Guard is designed to 

perform tasks within the state.
2. Without revealing opportunities for 

military units NGU, we can agree that the 
anti-terrorist operation (ATO) they perform 
tasks surrounding area ATO.

3. The bodies and departments of NGU 
are not involved in the overall process of 

-
tering the economic pressure on the enemy 
and neutralize resources used in the inter-
ests of a third party.

However, according to the authors, are 
not fully resolved some key issues related 
to the performance of tasks NGU in the 
modern world.

1. It is not the end solved the problem 
of interaction between regional authorities 
with FLE composed of agencies and units 
NGU [7], especially in resonant possible 
emergencies [8]. Long before the aggres-
sion of Russia against Ukraine author drew 
attention to the need to improve cooperation 

between executive authorities of border re-
gions of Ukraine with the mucous mem-
brane in the area of law enforcement [7].

2. Need to review approaches to deter-
mine not only the objects that guard units 
NGU, but also determine the number of 
necessary force. The author of this work 
started, as evidenced by some open publi-
cations [10-12].

3. It is necessary to improve tactics and 
departments of NGU when performing 

as the use of plant protection personnel built 
on new technologies and the application of 

relevant in the case of the riots [17, 18, P. 

border in case of open aggression according 
to the authors, should: a) review the existing 
system of interaction between regional au-
thorities and regional military command in 
the defense of regional centers of Ukraine 
[19] and municipal management authorities 
organize the defense of settlements [20].

Conclusions and suggestions. Accord-
ing to the authors NGU cope with the tasks 

Fig. 1. Elements of comparative analysis are for determination of role of NGU in modern 
terms 
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successfully, although there are some prob-
lems that need to be addressed at the state 
level. Directions for further research might 

clarify the objectives of the NGU together 
with regional authorities (bodies of military 
control).

References: 
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SUGGESTIONS TOWARD THE MANAGEMENT OF THE QUALITY 
OF INTERNAL EDUCATION: A TEST ON THE CORRESPONDENCE 

OF SOCIETY NEED
Introduction
Nowadays the evaluation of the quality 

of education is both problem and question 
which is hard to give an answer to.  There 
always was a great importance in the evalu-
ation of the quality of education, especially 
after the society development during the era 
of information. It is a driving force of the 
successful comprehensive development of 
a country in XXI century. The changes of 
technology based on the high level of in-
tellectual resources leads to the global ge-
opolitical competition for those resources. 
It makes a basis of the formation of both 
economic and political policy. That is the 
reason why the level of intellectual poten-
tial of a country is considered as a factor 
of political and economic independence. 
The object of the article is to develop the 
algorithm for the management of education 
quality according to the needs of society.

Analysis of the latest researches and 
published works. The problem of the man-
agement of education quality and its reform 
is constantly important both as separately 
within one particular institution and in the 
whole country. Thus, a lot of men of science 
are interested in the topic. Among them are 
well-known scientists and managers: An-
druschenko V.P., Vacarchuk I.O., Velych-
ko O.G., Gaevska L.A., Goshovska V.A., 
Grinevych L.M., Gurzhiy A.M., Danilenko 
L.I., Zagorski V.S., Zyazyun I.A.,  Kremen 
V.G., Kurylo V.S., Lugovy V.I., Prokopenko 
I.F., Protasova N. G., Strikha M.V., Sukh-
omlinsky O. V.,  Hobzey P. K. and many 
others. [1, 2, 19].

In June 1991there was established the 
department of National Academy of pub-
lic administration under the president of 

-
teen years more than150 professional ed-
ucational administrators were trained and 

-

people defended their Master’s thesis in the 
State Management department and 8 de-
fended their D.’s dissertations. It shows the 
serious interest of the state in the condition 
of educational space in Ukraine. 

General description
The problem of quality of education in 

Ukraine is tremendous because the labor 
market is unstable and the level of moti-
vation for getting engineer specialty is de-
creasing. There is no state distribution of 

is simultaneously reforming both political 
and economic systems vitally needs the 
professional specialists who possess up-
to-date acquirement as well as reformation 
approaches. The country stands in need of 
managers, budgetary establishment em-
ployees, and high-class experts in informat-
ics. Therefore, it is being discussed about 
the correspondence of the level of second-
ary and high education systems according 
to the needs of society. 

There are higher education establish-
ments in which a system of management 
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and control of the education quality are al-
ready being implemented. The basis of such 
systems is closely connected with global 
experience and computer communications. 
However, putting the system into just one 
establishment is not an option. Speaking 
about macro strategy, there is a need in co-
operation between the state, society, entre-
preneur and business sector for successful 
problem solution. The analysis of theoret-
ical and practical frameworks of teaching 
shows the rapid development of E-Learning 
system with the usage of Internet, electronic 
libraries, catalogues, methodical multime-
dia tools and so on. This wide-ranging us-
age of information and telecommunication 
technologies in education eventuates in the 
modernization of full time form of studying 
as well as in extension of education services 
[8].

depends on the comprehension of the term 
quality. Usually, there are two approaches 

-

and properties, without giving any estima-
tion. Therefore, it is unreasonable to ask for 
estimation or quality evaluation in this case 
[8, p.123]. 

In understanding of practical or produc-
tion operation, there is such a key term as 
quality of a product or a service (in our case 
it is education). Here it should be consid-
ered as a combination of consumer qualities 
important for the buyer. Thus, two features 
of any product or service are distinguished: 

-
amination of its value from the perspective 
of a consumer. 

-

level of knowledge as well as intellectual, 
physical and spiritual development was 
achieved by graduates according to the 
curriculum. Currently, the requirements 

-
teria). However, the categories of accord-
ance evaluation of graduates are just being 
formed. Thusly, quality is a complicated 
economic and social category which can be 
disclosed through the certain system of esti-
mation. [7] .That is common to assume that 

is a combination of an object’s 
properties. In other words, it is system of 
element’s quality and subsystems of objects 
and processes. It becomes clear that the de-

of explanation because of its versatility. 
That is why we will not make an accent on 
a quality, but on qualities. We result below 
is a web of characteristics of the education 
quality. 

– Versatility of the quality (the quality of 

of  education systems which achieve this 

– Multilevel (national, regional, sub re-
gional (district), level of the education es-

– Multisubjectivity – education quality 
is assessed by many subjects of the process 
(students, parents, graduates, employers, 
academics, independent expert institutions, 

– Multicriteria – -
ent criteria to assess the quality of educa-

– Polychronity – the combination of cur-
rent tactical and strategic quality education 

– Incertitude in evaluations of education 

– Invariance – general qualities for grad-
uates each level of education and which are 

-
tional systems. It is an irrevocability which 
holds during any transformation or transi-
tion to new conditions. A characteristic fea-
ture of the laws of nature is their invariance, 
the independence of those relations which 

transformations [15].

which reverberates in the structure of infor-
mation environment which causes the cre-

It disappears only in case when there is only 
one alternative to choose [18].

All those characteristics of education 
quality mean its complexity. That is why 
there is a necessity in all aspect researching 
of education quality as well as in searching 
of both objective and subjective compro-
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mise. In some countries, the implementation 

fact should be considered during the creation 
of system projects aimed on education qual-
ity management, monitoring and control. In 
many post-Soviet countries (Ukraine, Bela-
rus, Kazakhstan, Tadzhikistan, Russia etc.) 
the state on behalf of society assumes the 
functions of such a compromise in deter-

and the quality of education, unlike to Euro-
pean countries and the USA, where the pro-
cess is executed independently. The basis of 
these compromises is placed in the national 
educational legislation and in the structure 
of state educational standards at all levels 
of education on demand of ministries be-

Ukraine the basis of regulation of education 

-
er regulations: Decree of the President of 
Ukraine «National Doctrine of Education» 

time of initiation of secondary school dis-
cussion (in accordance with the decision of 
National Academy of pedagogical sciences 
of Ukraine dated 23.03.2016). 

Taking to consideration the multi-struc-
tural elements of education quality system, 
it is possible to distinguish the main ones: 

of education programs, the quality of grad-
uate’s skills, and quality of education estab-
lishment management (pict. 1):

Elements of 
education quality 

Quality of pedagogical staff 

Quality of education 
programs 

Quality of graduate’s skills Quality of education 
establishment management 

Pict. 1. Elements of education quality. 

Qualities analysis execution is required. 

presence of appropriate social status and 
-

and methodological level of professional 

-
sional trainings (including foreign experi-
ence) and providing them with the appro-

(picture #2).

 
The components of qualities of pedagogical 

staff  

Appropriate social status 

Sufficiency 

Human resources 
management ability 

High scientific and methodological level of professional teaching staff 

Scientific researches 
conditions 

Professional trainings 
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Nowadays, one of the most important 
problems of education quality management 
is the quality of curriculums. There are a 
number of factors that lead to a sharp dete-
rioration in the quality of educational pro-
grams such as increasing of the amount of 
information to learn, obsolete and impracti-
cal information, the emergence of new dis-

the need in a multidisciplinary approach, 

certain forms and methods of education 
obtaining, increasing the number of short 
courses, and desire to achieve greater social 
recognition and adaptation.

The result of that is non-conformity be-
tween the program content and needs of so-
ciety, which is being constantly developed.  
Basically, the conservatism of education 
resists the dynamical processes of society 
development. Under the factors pressure, 
the education programs should be changed 
in following aspects: education task chang-
ing, the implementation of new teaching 
methods, content and structure of programs 
viewing with taking into account the dy-
namics and prospects of development of 
individual industries. The collation of tasks 
and educational standards is crucial in de-
termining of the basic level of training. This 
level should be understood not only as a cer-
tain accumulation of knowledge, but should 
be directed at obtaining of certain skills and 
abilities with its further implementation in 
analysis and decision making as well as in 

If the quality of educational programs de-
pends on the quality of the tasks, the study, 
in turn, depends on the quality of teaching 
methods and on teachers themselves. 

For providing the high quality education, 
students should be involved in education 
process management (self-government). 
The usage of Information technologies, es-
pecially distance learning, is an excellent 
way to do that. The educational process has 

-
tion the object and subject of the process are 
changing and the levels of knowledge and 
experience are increasing. 

The student’s knowledge level is con-
nected with evaluation of possible abili-

ties of human as well as with accessibility 
of education and with transition from one 
education level to another. Getting of high 
quality knowledge assumes that students 
should not be alone with themselves during 
the education process. It is of great impor-
tance that they are received all required so-
cial, pedagogical, psychological, and meth-
odological support. It should me made so 

sincere support of institutions in terms of 
assistance when such a need appears.

It is important to form collective ways of 
work as a kind of primary students adapta-
tion to future employment especially in the 
workplace organizations, institutions, and 
companies. An excellent example of edu-
cation methodic is Makarenko’s methods of 
education in the team. It is ideology free and 
used in many developed countries as well as 
in post-Soviet ones (Japan, Germany, Italy, 
Hungary, China, Mexico, Russia etc.).

Especially, concerning the relations in 
the team, it is possible to say that there is 

the unity of goal and activity (working co-
hesion), but also the unity of related emo-
tions and value judgment (moral unity) [5, 
6].

The main content of the last element of 
quality management is a set of activities, 
methods and tools aimed at establishing and 
maintaining the required level of quality.

All things considered, it seems reasona-
ble to assume that education quality man-
agement cannot be reduced to only one 
system elements. There is no universal way 
of management. Management, including 
education quality management is object ori-

It should be noted that complete formal-
ization of quality criteria and process of ed-
ucation does not seem possible. It is now 
almost impossible to name the criteria and 
indicators which determine the results of 
education quality management. According-
ly, nowadays the country increasingly takes 
responsibility for control and evaluation of 

formation of education quality management 
-
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els of government as well as with optimal 
combination of centralization and decen-
tralization. It should be based on considera-
tion of laws quality management [8, p.126].

Problems of objectivity, reliability and 
information in evaluation of the educational 
system at schools and educational institu-
tions are also relevant.

In the condition of autonomy which is 
provided to each subject the information 
support of education quality is of a great 
importance. Decentralization, school au-
tonomy increasing and empowering of stu-

-
tion of their evaluation. In those conditions 
it is necessary to optimize both internal and 
external models of student’s transcript mon-
itoring. The implementation of external in-
dependent evaluation proves of increasing 
of educational establishments’ responsibil-

purpose there are national agencies in lots 
of countries which carry out the control of 
education quality in the condition of con-
stant education sector changing. The ex-
isting systems of education quality are too 
capital-intensive. They often duplicate their 
actions and do not fully meet the interests of 
operational training. Instead of being based 
on condition analysis and on results of edu-
cational process, those systems are based on 
reporting and control. 

The education of Ukraine is being de-
veloped in accordance with global trends, 
but the process is taking place slow due 
to bureaucracy, bribery and corruption. In 
recent years all the best was done to speed 
up the process of education development, 
especially by using External independent 
evaluation which can provide with objec-
tive information for evaluation the quality 
of teaching in schools of the country. Also, 
the educational framework of universities is 
updating as well as levels of teachers and 
lecturers. The development of the concept 
of education quality management in Europe 
has a profound background. In particular, 
scientists from Lviv regional institute of 
public administration under the President of 
Ukraine headed by V.S.Zahorskym, distin-
guish the following stages:

1) 1985 - Britain, France and the Nether-

a process of quality assurance in higher ed-

European Union (hereinafter - EU) aims to 
provide quality education. The result of the 
project - the adoption of recommendation 
in higher education providing cooperation 
by the Council of Ministers of Education of 

3) 1999 (June) - signing the declaration 
on reforms in higher education by 30 Eu-
ropean countries, particularly in matters of 
quality management in the establishment of 

-
work of Quality Agencies (ENQA) repre-
senting the supranational level of quality 

5) 2000 - signing of the Lisbon program, 
which initiates the development of a knowl-

6) 2003 (October) - carrying out of the 
32-nd session of the General Conference of 

and Cultural Organization (hereinafter - 
UNESCO), which produced consistent prin-
ciples for quality assurance of cross-border 

7) 2005 – Meeting of Ministers of Ed-
ucation in Bergen to expand the European 
Higher Education Area.

In accordance with the recommendations 
in Europe, the main elements of quality 
management system for providing educa-
tional services in universities are:

– 
– 
– Documentation of management system 

– 
– 
– 

- Mechanism of non-stop improvement.
The basis of creation of the system of 

the education quality management is the 
international standards ISO 9000: 2000 as 
well as state standards DSTU ISO 9000-
2001, ISO 9001-2001 and ISO ISO ISO 

question of necessity of such thing as a cul-
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ture of evaluation and its implementation in 
all institutions of the country. The culture 
of evaluation means creating of constantly 
functioning databases in all regions and in-
stitution [16, 17]. Functional and methodo-
logical basis such databases should be the 
following areas: assessment personnel sub-
system, normative subsystem evaluation, 
evaluation of logistical subsystems etc. It is 

-
-

cials.
The teacher will be able to use the assess-

ment for the students selection, diagnostic, 
feedback, motivation, forecasting learning 
outcomes etc.

A student can use a diagnostic assess-
ment to identify gaps in knowledge as well 
as curriculum developers can use it for re-
viewing of the whole plan. The Education 
knowledge evaluation should give a distinct 
system of criteria and methods of practical 
index assessment which can be used as an 
excellent source of information about the 

condition of a university as well as its rank.  
All things considered, it seems reasona-

ble to assume that the proper functioning of 
education quality management subsystems 

-
tion systems aimed on modern standards of 
European education. 

However, we must once again emphasize 
that the system of education quality man-
agement in modern education establishment 
it is a set of internal and external regulatory 
documents, the requirements of which de-
pends on the competence and desire of an 

-
ments, representatives of state and local 
government. 

Successful implementation of modern 
education quality management systems in 
local educational institutions is possible un-
der the condition of proper and well-timed 
legal support as well as under the political 
will of education managers. It will pro-
vide them with an educational competition 
which will lead to the improvement of edu-
cation system in general. 
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STRATEGIC NARRATIVE AS A METHODOLOGICAL TOOLKIT FOR 
STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS

Introduction

communications in public administration 
-

tivity of all subjects of public administra-
tion focused on long-term and remote-time 
results, which involves coherence, coordi-

actions of all stakholdres, the existence of a 
single center for the development of a stra-
tegic goals, meanings, narratives and mes-
sages to achieve the stated goals of the state. 
Strategic communications in public admin-
istration are also characterized as systemic 
communications aimed at establishing trust 
in the state (public administration bodies), 
long-term relationships between the state 
and its internal and external audiences, and 

administration that should be implemented 
on at all levels of the formation and imple-
mentation of state policy in order to realize 
the state interests and ensure national secu-
rity. An important component of strategic 
communications is the coordination, acti-
vation and use of resources and opportu-
nities for public administration, marketing, 
journalism, sociology, psychology, culture, 
science, business and advertising. The lead-
ing place in this process is coordinated and 
proper use of words, actions, meanings and 
symbols, that is, certain information prod-

the behavior of target audiences.
Strategic communications include a plan 

of action, a developed script, a set of pro-
jects that should be implemented through 
traditional channels and communication 
tools. Therefore, the main place in the the-
ory of strategic communications is the nar-
rative, or strategic narrative, which is their 
content core - a convincing storyline that 
provides systemic communication process 

-

pose of a certain plot is to explain certain 
events, situations and phenomena reasoned, 
with the interpretation of causes and con-
sequences, that is, the formation of their 
own «picture of the world». Strategic nar-
ratives are formed taking into account ex-
isting ideas and values in society, that is, 

-
as and thoughts that are already circulating 

of the situation, the development of events, 
formulate responses to existing information 
requests in accordance with the strategic 
goal. Another purpose of the strategic narra-
tive is to formulate the ultimate goal, state, 
and proposals for a way of achieving them 
by providing the public with understanding 
and meaning. 

It should be noted that the Doctrine of 
Ukraine’s Information Security enshrines 
the term «strategic narrative», which is de-

for verbal communication in the process 
of strategic communications aiming at in-
forming the target audience [On the deci-
sion of the Council of National ..., 2015]. 
However, this statement requires additional 

process, as well as the main approaches to 
its construction.

1. Theoretical approaches to under-
standing the essence of the strategic nar-
rative 

In the domestic science, a set of views on 
the understanding of the essence of strate-
gic narratives have formed, which made it 
possible to distinguish the narrative theory 
as a key methodological toolkit for strategic 
communications. Various interpretations 

«strategic narrative», «grand narrative», 
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«metanarrative», «narrative», ranging from 
understanding them as separate text to sto-

In this context, it should be noted that the 
analysis of the research of strategic com-
munications problems revealed a method-
ological feature of the use of this concept 

American experts most often use the term 
«narrative», and the British - «strategic nar-
rative», although its content is determined 
to be identical.

story and narration) comes from theory and 
history of literature as a new methodology 
and the theory of literary work (intertextual-
ity, rhetoric, receptive aesthetics), oriented 
to artistic discourse as an exceptional mega 
system with the author’s reader code, me-
ta-text potential, national-cultural constants 

narration, presentation of facts and events 
in the author’s work. The object of narratol-

actual methodology for the study of literary 
text. The emergence of such a new science 
as narratology occurred in the late 60’s of 
the twentieth century, which is associated 
with a qualitative rethinking of structuralist 
ideas about art, including literature, which 
began to enter communicative views on the 
world. Now in science there is a so-called 
«narrative turn» that characterizes the pene-
tration of narratology into other disciplines 
- psychology, history, sociology, theology 
and the formation of poststructuralist nar-
ratology, studying texts with a focus on the 
context, and research narrative strategies 
are updated.

In modern narratology there are sever-

(beginning of the XX century - K. Frade-
man, O. Welzer, F. Stantsel) determines the 
presence of a mediator-narrator as the main 

(Ts. Todorov) - focuses directly on the nar-
rative, since the text, called the narrative, is 

text, since it has a time structure and con-
tains a change in the situation. Structuralist 

-
nition of it by the German naratologist V. 
Schmidt, which, in his opinion, is limited 

only to the sphere of verbal communica-
tion, can be applied to all kinds of art, infor-
mational products, except for those that do 
not have a time structure and do not contain 
any change in the situation. The minimum 
condition for a narrative is the presence of 
at least one change in the state, that is, be-

should be a time connection, while the pres-
ence of causal relationship is not required.

In this context, grand narratives (the 
great story) are important, whose concep-
tualization belongs to Liotar J.-P. Actually, 
it became the basis for the postmodern cri-
tique of historical science. Grand narrative 
is a design, a scheme, a set of concepts, 
ideas, and symbols. Grand narrative is not 

which historical texts are written, although 
there are always separate texts in which the 
grand narrative is revealed in the earliest or 
most complete. The grand narrative is not 
only a way of organizing the information 

what is important in history and what is 
not - actually, determining the actual com-
ponent of the historical narrative [Kazakov 
M., 2015].

-
ondly, that the subject of this representation 
demonstrates a number of properties: tem-

Janninis F., 2003]. However, such a narra-
tive interpretation cannot be equated with 
any particular means of representation: one 
and the same story can be represented by 
various means inappropriately, given the 
heterogeneity of representative possibili-
ties of such means - novel, cinema, ballet, 
painting, etc. Characterizing the narrative, 

these are the events that have already hap-
pened, that is, history, as well as about such 
events that have not yet come, but may oc-
cur in the future. The role of the auditor, 
under such conditions, is to interpret the 
events of the past and to form a vision of 
the future. An important place here is given 
to the theory of motivation, which has three 
main forms:

1. Causal motivation, which binds events 
in the conditions of the causal-semantic 
structure.
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when events in the narrative world depend 
on fate or providence.

3. Compositional motivation, indicating 
the function of events in the structure of the 
narrative composition.

Therefore, history, according to Papu-
sha I., is a multi-valued structure, the most 
important element of which is chronology, 
casualism, teleology and intensity. The pro-
totype - «someone tells others about what 
has happened» - contains the components 
that relate to the relationship between a 
narrative act (discourse) and history and 
simulates a communicative situation [Pap-

way of organizing things in the minds of a 
person by placing facts within a wide range 
of topics, disciplines, and aspects [Heijden 

for structuring the reality, for making it in 
order and ordering, which correspond to the 
usual notions of order. In our opinion, the 
most explicit approach to the narrative is 
proposed by Stevenson W. and Greenberg 
D, who interpret it as an analytical construct 
used to merge a group of events into a single 
story [Stevenson W., 2003, p. 127]. There is 

-
ple, Wilson D. connects it with the genes, 
given the similarity of their functioning 
[Wilson DS, 2005], noting that both genes 
transmit information through generations 
with a high probability, and the narratives 
have similar properties.

-
nition of a narrative are given by Lipkan V. 

of interrelated events, submitted through 
a certain sequence of verbal descriptions 
or images, linear methods of transmitting 
facts. Another characteristic of the narra-
tives is that the authors indicate an act and 
an object that has a certain value, which 

knowledge, power, from which the narra-
tive arises or which it implies, and which 
can be negative and positive depending on 
the circumstances in which the narrative 
arises, as well as the participants involved 

is worth noting that in strategic communi-
cations the narrative has a broad interpreta-
tion and is studied within the framework of 

a new theory of informational narratology. 
Narratives are sometimes used to interpret 
the actions of the other party as a deliberate 
lie intended to conceal genuine intentions.

Information essence of narratology in the 
information space is necessary for the sub-
stantiation of information messages. In this 
context, it is worth discovering the nature of 

-
od of strategic communications, studying 
narrative texts in the information space and 

explores the origin, nature, form and func-

inherent in narratives in the information 
sphere, as well as the criteria that distin-
guish the narratives (in the blogosphere and 
the media sphere), and the system of rules 
to which the narratives are created, are re-
vealed and function [Lipkan V., Popova T., 
2016, p. 150]. It is worth noting that, in con-

of the text is studied, the subject of informa-
tional narratology is the fundamental prin-
ciples of the narrative, which determine its 

the consciousness of a person.
Informational narratology is based on 

three main approaches:
 – from the position of the process per-

 – from the position of the object, that is, 

 – from the synthetic position that com-
bines the previous two, namely the audi-
ence and events.

In the context of informational narratolo-
gy, the following is investigated:

 – Practices of composition and rep-
resentation of the text in various elements 
of strategic communications. For example, 
the narrative for the same event in various 
social networks Twitter, Facebook, Insta-
gram, other social media for various target 
audiences (internal, external, opponents, ri-

public relations, internal communications in 

component of strategic communications, a 
system of narratives is formed:

-
er achieve their own legitimacy by using the 
appropriate narrative.
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 – Memory and understanding, that is, 
narratives are aimed at clarifying, inter-
preting certain events or situations from the 
standpoint of the speaker.

 – Conditional statements to justify the 
informational nature of messages in the in-
formation space.

Another important component of the 
narratives’ characterization is their speci-

the study of virtual narratives by Samoilov 
E. and Shaiev Yu, who, drawing attention 
to the defabulation of the modern narrative, 
noted that virtual reality is a special virtual 
narrative that can have a linear and nonline-
ar character. Modern virtual reality is most-

virtual reality, the process of defabulation is 
getting spread, which leads to the absence 
of the plot in the virtual reality [Samoylova 
E., 2015, p. 2035].

Actually, these approaches were the ba-

that occupy a leading place in strategic 
communications. Thus, according to Gor-

as a meta-narrative – all activities of strate-
gic communications are aimed at approving 
meta-narratives in target audiences [Gorbu-

-
tegic narrative as an axial content element 
of all information activity of the state and its 

external) and directs the activity of all com-
munication capabilities of the state [Dubov 
D., 2016]. Ozhevan M. characterizes strate-
gic narratives from the point of view of po-

to which political actors resort to construct 
the sense and meanings of «great politics» 
- both internal and external, both state, and 
corporate, social, etc. [Ozhevan M ., 2016, 
p. 30]. The French postmodernist philoso-

with the variation of the «grand narrative» 
that exists as an integral idea along with 
the «small narrative». Soloviev S. equates 
strategic narratives to meta-narratives and 

-
municative actions that unite, coordinate 

communications and are accessible to target 
audiences [Public Administration, 2018, p. 
171]. In his opinion, they are formed by the 

form of development strategies, legislative 

well as works of science, art and culture.
In modern science there are various ap-

proaches to the essence of strategic narra-
-

ture, which establishes the initial situation 
or order, the problem that destroys this 
order and the decision that should restore 

allows the public to understand where it 
-

are relevant to the relevant publics [Dubov 

Koval I, 2016]. That is, it is all about the 

certain target audiences.
Thus, in the general sense, a strategic 

narrative is a macro story and a basis for ide-
ology. The clear connection of the strategic 
narrative with the ideology is that ideology 
is manifested in the stories of the world, in a 
certain system of explanation of this world, 
causal relationships of the world. Therefore, 
we can assume that the strategic narrative 
is a kind of instrument of ideology, where 

the so-called picture of the world - a men-
tal idea of the things’ state. Thus, the use of 
strategic narrative is possible in all spheres 
of vital activity of a society, where the state 
considers it appropriate to achieve a certain 
common understanding of processes, atti-
tude to situations or events.

2. Strategic narratives and ideology in 
the context of the formation of a «picture 
of the world»

Narratives have a close connection with 
ideology in the process of a certain subjec-

a mental national conception of the world, 
history and future. The main value of strate-
gic narratives is their ability to disseminate 
basic ideas in a relatively unconstrained 
manner, to organize, correct, and construct 
the behavior of actors based on devotion to 
certain integral systems that form the basis 
of the narrative and ideology. That is, strate-
gic narratives are the tools by which states, 
corporations, non-state structures, etc. artic-
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ulate their interests, values and aspirations.
Narratives of strategic order in public 

administration play a leading role in «im-
posing» on society a formally approved set 
of norms, rules and patterns of behavior that 
has a close connection with national ideol-
ogy. State ideology is an integral system-
atized set of ideas, values and representa-
tions that form the basis for the consensus 
of the society formation on the association 
of separate groups of the population, the ba-
sis for understanding and assessing the atti-
tude of people to reality and state, the prin-

state development at a particular historical 

Ideologies are given a leading place in state 
formation, because in this process it is de-

ideas, principles, norms, attitudes, ideals, 
and goals perceived by all citizens of the 

set of philosophical, political, legal, moral, 
religious, artistic views that characterize 
one or another society, class, party [Great 

ideology serves as the connecting link that 
contributes to the consolidation of the na-
tion, socio-economic and cultural develop-
ment. In the context of our study, another 

-
ogy in state formation processes - a set of 
ideas, images, a system of views shared by 
a society or a greater part of it in relation 
to association around a common goal aimed 
at strengthening sovereignty and economic 
independence, security, territorial the integ-
rity of the country, etc. [Public Administra-

is to explain how these or other phenomena 
-

rections of development of these phenom-
ena (guidance for action) and promote the 
achievement of certain strategic guidelines.

Characterizing the ideology by external 

 – a set or system of ideas circulating in a 
society, a phenomenon of social life, a men-
tal construct that is born of consciousness 

 – intellectual product, produced by id-
eocracy, «materialized» in political pro-

 – a social integrator and coordinator in 
the centrifugal consciousness of individual 
social groups. Since a state acts as an in-
tegrator and coordinator of social life, ide-
ology is the coordinator and integrator of 

-
act and interdepend with the needs, interests 
and values of human life [Muzychenko G., 
2012, p. 50].

system, the structural elements of which are 
in a certain hierarchy and interaction. It is 

of mass consciousness and public opinion, 

psyche. In turn, social ideology is a mul-
ti-level entity that intersects with the ide-

That is, state ideology should be based on 
national values, which determine the ob-
jects, phenomena and their properties that 
satisfy the needs of the individual, soci-
ety and the state in the safe existence and 
progressive development [Horbulin V.P., 
Kachynskii A.B., 2005, p. 18]. National 
values are conceptual, ideological founda-
tions, consolidating factors, important life 

-
cial development.

According to Horbulin V. and Kachyn-
skii A., the existence of the state and the 
nation should be considered through the 
prism of its value core, which consolidates 
the society: national security, spiritual her-
itage, welfare, the system of international 
relations, patriotism and social justice [Hor-
bulin V.P., Kachynskii A.B., 2005, p. 107]. 
Gai-Nyzhnyk P. added the mentioned list 
with such values as: morality, religiosity, 
interrelationship, peacefulness, benevo-
lence, hard work, family, etc. [Gai-Nyzhnyk 

-

Ukrainian people, including: patriotism, hu-
man rights and freedoms, social justice, ma-
terial and spiritual heritage of the Ukrainian 
people, national security, natural resources, 
constitutional order.

The ideology is based on national inter-
ests and values that form national goals, 
whose essential characteristics are deter-
mined by the dynamics and contradictions 
in the development of the environment of 
the existence of society and the state. Na-
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the state poses for itself, which are pecu-
liar guides to the development of society 
to build a model of a better state of every 
person, society, and state. It is worth noting 

which are determined by the political re-
gime of the country, in fact, from which 
depends the tools and technologies that are 
used to achieve strategic goals, mechanisms 

-
ocratic and totalitarian political regime uses 
various information and communication 
technologies and mechanisms. A totalitari-
an state achieves the realization of its ideol-
ogy through mechanisms of state pressure, 
fear and violence. The ideology of a demo-
cratic state takes into account the multilevel 
multi-component relations between society 
and the state and is realized through social 
and state mechanisms of establishing con-
sensus, reconciliation and agreement [Kar-
lova V., 2013, p. 20].

According to the foregoing, we can de-
termine that the most important methodo-
logical tools are strategic communications 
as a peculiar principle of public administra-
tion based on virtuous beliefs, reality and 
communicative actions, and propaganda 
as a form of communicating a tendentious 

thoughts, emotions, attitudes or behaviors 
-

remain between the strategic communica-
tions and propaganda, as they have a certain 
commonality of the results and the purpose 

and use almost identical tools and compo-
nents (mechanisms of public diplomacy, in-
formation, psychological operations). The 

The practical realization of ideology is 
carried out with the help of grand narratives 
as an indispensable attribute of the forma-
tion of a large-scale national history. Dubov 

-
nications, - a positivist component of the 
system of strategic communications, aimed 
at forming national unity, identifying clear 
national goals, uniting the population, pro-

viding him with understandable interpreta-
tions of events (explanation of reality). With 

«grand narrative» within the framework of 
strategic communications is meta-history, 
aimed primarily (but not exclusively) at the 
internal audience [Dubov D., 2016, p.16]. 
In contrast, according to the author, small 
narratives are those instruments that must 
be deconstructed by grand narratives.

That is, the grand narrative is a history 
of a global, conceptual nature that has a 
close connection with ideology and aims 
at achieving the strategic goals as far in the 
distance as possible, while small narratives 

-
in certain time limits. Small narratives can 
also be used to deconstruct hostile concepts.

Narratives, as an instrument of ideology, 
are aimed at forming a picture of the world, 
that is, the mental image of the world, its 
intellectual copy, which is formed accord-
ing to the laws of the activity of human con-

depending on the needs of the knowledge of 
reality [Lipkan V., Popova T., 2016, p. 188]. 
The image of the world as a global image 
is formed in the process of contacting man 
with the environment and other members 

music, rituals, and various socio-cultural 
stereotypes of behavior. Conceptual pic-

concepts (special units of mentality) as sig-

consciousness, the concept of the nation. 
The highest mental representations are the 
value picture of the world as a complex of 
the most important for the nation and per-
sonality appraisal judgments, which corre-
late with the legal, religious, moral codes, 
generally accepted judgments and ideas of a 
certain socio-cultural community. The main 
factors that form the integrity of the concept 
of the nation can be attributed to national 
values, that is, axiological landmarks that 
determine the priorities of the spiritual life 
of the people.

Thus, we can generalize that the main 
purpose of strategic narratives is to create 
meaning, that is, to form the habit of think-
ing in certain categories. They are tools 
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for substantiating personal and social in-
terests rooted in cognitive psycholinguis-
tic structures, and they perform integral 
sense-forming functions in everyday mass 

narratives as a humanization mechanism for 
the implementation of ideology, which will 
promote its openness, continuous improve-
ment and development, taking into account 
the peculiarities of individual and group in-
terests.

3. Structure and approaches to con-
structing a strategic narrative

To determine the methodological basis 
of strategic narratives, the substantiation 
of the structure and approaches to the algo-
rithm of its construction is important. First, 
we note that the use of strategic narratives is 
a guided process that should be carried out 
by actors of strategic communications in or-

the form of grand narratives or meta-narra-

narratives, masses, and the like.
Ozhevan M. characterizing the essence 

of narratives, notes that, regardless of be-
longing to a certain culture, humanity as-

this culture and makes sense formation in 
the form of assimilation of various narra-
tives, stories of various narrates [Ozhevan 

these stories have become myths and the 
basis of a large number of religions, ideolo-
gies and related folk beliefs and, according-
ly, metanarratives, dominant narratives, and 
grand narratives. According to Olcott A., 
the special positioning of metanarratives 
(grand narratives), in relation to which all 
other narratives are derivative sub-narra-
tives, is due to the fact that they are central 
elements of a «global or totalitarian cultural 
narrative scheme capable of directing and 
explaining knowledge or experience [Olcott 
A., 2011]. Thus, we can clarify that the es-

types of narratives is their particular func-
tion, which they play in the implementation 
of national ideology and their place in the 
so-called narrative scheme. That is, for me-
ta-narratives (grand narratives) that are the 

goal of the development of a country, a so-
ciety, a nation, are used for global, concep-
tual explanation of ideology.

Strategic narratives are tactical levels, 
which are primarily intended to explain 
ways to achieve a global goal, to interpret 

-
logical meanings. Narratives are operation-
al-level tools whose purpose is to explain 
certain situations of a modern (everyday) 
level, to interpret events and situations that 
occur every day in a society. For narratives 
of all levels, a certain structure, a narrative 
structure, which has several approaches, is 
peculiar. However, for all of them, in com-
parison with other types of narrative test, 
there is a common feature - they do not 
elaborate the exact course of events and 
facts with chronological precision. Their 
main purpose is to simplify the understand-
ing of the real picture, which gives them 
the properties of an exciting, accessible to 
understanding the relevant target audience 
of the story.

When constructing a narrative, its clarity 
is relevant to the target audience. It was in 
this connection that Barovska A. and Koval 
I. proposed the concept of «understandable 
language» [Barovskaya A., Koval I, 2016, 

three dimensions of «intelligibility»: how 

to use what has been found, heard. Accord-
ing to the authors, the communication of 
clear communication, which is enforced 
by observing the rules of «understandable 
language», is especially important for the 
breakthrough in the break-even moments, 
when the further development is substan-
tially determined by the same vision of the 
goal. 

The task of creating conditions for an 
adequate perception of the problems of the 
public and formulating a goal and a perspec-
tive that will be understood by the society 
impose special requirements for communi-
cating the authorities. Narratives, as social 
structures, consolidate their meanings with 
objects and combine them with reality and 
understanding [Terebkov A., 2011, p. 83], 
as well as identify perceptions and attitudes, 
create expectations, interests, and form be-
havior.
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Thus, any structure implies a certain 
sequence of actions, which, in their unity, 
form opportunities for solving a particular 
research problem - an algorithm. The pur-
pose of constructing such an algorithm is 
ambivalent, since, on the one hand, it al-
lows the formation of a narrative depending 
on the scope of its application, target audi-
ences, the purpose of the narration process, 
etc., and, on the other, to identify the func-
tions of certain statements / publications / 
messages, to carry out an analysis of the 
convictions of the auditor , clearly setting 
its goal. There are several approaches to 
constructing a narrative.

According to Leibova U., the most con-
vincing model of the narrative used by the 
narrator is the formulation of the answers to 
the following questions:

1. Abstract. How did all this happen and 

2. Orientation. Who / what was involved 

3. Climax (Complicating Action). What 

[Labov W., 1972].
Ochs E. and Capps L. consider the struc-

ture of the narrative through the disclosure 
of the following points: situation - infor-

event - something unpredictable or prob-

- changes in emotional or psychological 
-

initiates an attempt to solve a problem sit-

a psychological or physiological response 

Stokoe, E., 2006].
Zhenett Zh. proposed such a narrative 

structure, in which he singled out:
1) direct narrative, oral or written dis-

2) the story itself, the sequence of real or 

3) a narrative - the very event of a story, 
a story, a narrative act as such, a procedure 
for generating a narrative [Zhenett, Zh., 

Thus, summing up the aforementioned 
approaches to constructing a narrative and 
its structure, we can consider a narrative in 
four aspects: as a process (narration), from 
the position of the object (the recipient of 
the narration, the recipient), from the po-
sition of the subject (the narrator) and as a 
synthetic narrative:

1. Narratives as a process (narration) 
assumes that the storytelling (narration, in-
formation) refers to one of the chosen stra-
tegic goals, topics, problems and looks like 
organically linked chains of one system, in 

-
tween the causes and consequences and the 
contradictions between the delivered tasks 
and results obtained. Under such condi-
tions, the very form, the construction algo-
rithm, and not the content, comes out to the 
foreground.

2. Narratives from the position of the 
object (the destination of the narration, the 
recipient) has the following characteristics: 
before the publication of any information, 
the target audience is initially studied, that 
is, there is the targeting of objects of in-

spiritual dimension, the ability to master 
that or other information. Under such con-
ditions, the structure of the algorithm no 
longer depends on the reader, but is based 
on the position of perception of its appro-
priate target audience with a possible as-
sessment of its impact on its perception, 
understanding.

3. Narratives from the standpoint of the 
subject (the narrator) - is mediated directly 
by the narrator himself, the subject of the 
communication process. Under such con-
ditions, the emphasis is made directly on 
the form of a speaker-narrator, who may be 

-
tion, authority, etc., who must operate the 
appropriate terminology, theories and oth-
er methodological tools, which will further 
emphasize his image, determine the course 
of opinions and received results. 

-
plication:

-

– deprivation of domination of a primi-
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– avoidance of plain words and material 

– strategic thinking and illustration of 
strategic forecasting of certain social phe-

– a clear demonstration of the power of 

and intellectual methods of management 

– emotional immersion of the recipients 
of information in the problem - the basis of 
the narrative, the formation of a relevant at-

– spreading credit of trust to recipients 
of information by turning them into experts, 

– expansion of the range of semantic 
constructions.

-
tial, since it is based on the modeling of the 
hierarchical dynamic and adaptive structure 
of previous narratives. It is the most ade-
quate, since within it the form is built and 
both meaning and sense are formed.

Thus, in view of the above, the peculi-
arities of the formation of the person of the 
narrator, the narration process, the narration 
recipient and the structural connections 
forming the general narrative system are 
important in the process of formation of the 
strategic narrative. By combining these re-
quirements, we can formulate an algorithm 
for constructing a narrative:

-

is, what exactly forms and constitutes a spe-

-

– representation of the narrative as a 
certain number of sequences, combined 
through combination, alternation or inclu-

– application of the narrative as a struc-
ture and process of structuring, object and 

activity, product and process of its produc-

– establishing the dynamic characteris-
tics of the narrative transformation, depend-

– the ability of a narrative to decrypt 
temporality, chronotope.

These measures, components of the al-
gorithm for constructing a narrative, in our 
opinion, will facilitate the successful choice 
by the subject of the narrative formation of 
the thematic boundary, the formation of the 

numerous conventions involved in the nar-
rative.

 Summary 
The essence of narratives in the context 

of strategic communications in public ad-
ministration is to understand them as: the 
basic constructions that establish the initial 
situation or order, the problem that destroys 

a communicative component that allows the 
public to understand where it is and where it 

results in terms that are understandable to 
the relevant audience.

Strategic narratives, as macro-narrative 
of a strategic level, have a close connection 
with ideology and are manifested in the 
stories of the world, in a certain system of 
explanation of this world, causal relation-
ships of the world. This is a kind of ideol-
ogy instrument, the purpose of which is in 

the so-called picture of the world - a mental 
idea of the state of things. The main pur-
pose of strategic narratives is to substantiate 
the personal and social interests rooted in 
cognitive psycholinguistic structures, in the 
implementation of integral sense-forming 
functions in everyday mass consciousness.

Narrative strategies should be built on 
the basis of four spaces: as a process, (nar-
ration), from the position of the object (re-
cipient of the narration, the recipient), from 
the position of the subject (the narrator) 
and as a synthetic narrative. Each of these 
spaces has its own speech indicating means, 
therefore, it is expedient to create such con-

process, in which as many as possible of the 
constituent elements, processes and connec-
tions of these spaces intersect each other.
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STATE REGULATION OF HOUSING INFRASTRUCTURE: 
PROBLEMS OF EFFICIENCY

Introduction
Production and economic operations of 

a country or region is possible if supporting 
industries and auxiliary services are 
available. In the economy, these auxiliary 
services are related to infrastructure. 
Infrastructure is a set of industries and 
economic operators, that serve the process 
of production of material goods and their 
supply to the consumer. The infrastructure 
in general includes a complex of industries 
that serve the production - roads, canals, 

warehouses, energy sector, transport, 
communications, water supply and 
sewerage, education, science, healthcare, 
etc. Construction support is the most 
important element of social production. It 
plays a crucial role in improving the quality 
of life, creating a favorable production 
climate, and expanded reproduction in the 

the production infrastructure.
In modern conditions of instable 

development of the national economic 

the development of infrastructure in 

mechanism for it governmental support. 
Governmental support for the infrastructure 
development in construction in the country’s 
regions should be part of the overall 
system of the economic development 
governmental regulation. Moreover, the 
infrastructural support in construction 
should be constantly attended by the state, 
because the infrastructure in construction is 
not attractive enough to private investors.

Analysis of recent research. 

infrastructure problems in construction 
was made by O.V. Vasylyev [1], O.S. 

Skybinskyi, O.Yu. Hrygoryev, O.O. Pshyk 
[5], N.V. Seriohina [6] et al. However, it 
is necessary to analyze in more detail and 

functional aspects of infrastructure support 
in construction.

Objective of the article. 

organizational, sectoral and functional 
aspects of the infrastructure support in 
construction.

 General description
On the one hand, the construction 

infrastructure can be seen as a system built 
on a principle of territorial location of 
productive forces and on the other hand, as 
a set of activities that performs a function 
without a territorial binding. In our opinion, 
these two approaches are valid for the 
construction infrastructure as well (Fig. 1).

In organizational and sectoral terms, 
the core of the construction production 
infrastructure is the material and technical 
supply and sale, wholesale, procurement 
and storage system, and all transport and 
communication modes. In addition, it 
includes a network of communication lines 
(railways and roads, oil and gas pipelines, 
inland waterways, etc.), various types of 
mains and communications, irrigation and 
reclamation works, transmission systems 
of all energy types (electricity, heat, 
steam), water and gas supply, information 
transmission and storage systems.

However, as noted above, the productive 
and infrastructural spheres of activities are 
now closely

intertwined. In this regard, the 
boundaries of the service activities of the 
construction production infrastructure in 
organizational and sectoral sense do not 
cover complex processes and phenomena 
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of real economic operations in the course 
of expanded reproduction, which is the 
main disadvantage of the organizational 
and sectoral concept of the production 
infrastructure.

As a rule, in a real reproduction scheme 
there are no strict boundaries between its 
phases: infrastructure elements penetrate 
into production and vice versa, individual 
production functions are represented in 
the infrastructure. This trend is due to the 
dynamic development and qualitative 
changes in social production. Thus, such 
an approach to the structure of production 
infrastructure implies the "interpenetration 

of classical infrastructural types of 
economic operations [8].

According to the functional purpose, 
the construction production infrastructure 

is formation and provision of general 

provision of functioning conditions of 
the technological process of production 
directly. The second group includes material 
and technical supply, mechanical repair 
workshops, transport, communications, 
water, heat, electricity and gas supply. The 
third group includes ensuring the sale of 

are represented by warehousing, wholesale, 
business services, information support, etc.

Thus, a clear distinction needs to be 
made between understanding the structure 
of construction infrastructure in the 
organizational and sectoral aspect as a 
set of economically separated servicing 
entities that have emerged as a result of 
specialization and deepening of the social 
division of labor, and its understanding in 
the functional aspect as a set of servicing 
economic activities (operations) required 
for a regular functioning of material 
production.

The main function of the production 
infrastructure of construction is to provide 
material and information services, creating 
the necessary conditions that ensure the 
continuity of circulation of all forms and 
parts of the aggregate social product from 
the stage of production to consumption, 

and development of material production.
The construction infrastructure consists 

of the organizational and sectoral aspect 
and functional aspect. The organizational 
and sectoral aspect includes the facility, 
material and technical supplies, transport 
and logistics, communications, client’s 
service organization, design, services 
accompanying the construction (geodesic, 
environmental, construction inspection, 
etc.), mediation services of real estate 

consultancy, and institutes. The functional 
aspect is made up of services, general 
conditions, provision of functioning 
conditions for the technological process 
of manufacturing, and ensuring sale of 

In addition, to perform service operations 
at all stages of public production, a material 
basis of infrastructure is required. Thus, 
the production, distribution, exchange 
and consumption of goods (services) 
is impossible without appropriate 
infrastructure facilities: roads and 
railways, sea and air transport, telephone, 
telecommunication and computer networks, 
postal and satellite communication, 
electricity, gas and water supply.

It should be noted that the production 
infrastructure does not simply perform the 
function of ensuring continuous turnover 
of all forms and parts of the total social 
product. The work of employees in transport, 
communication, and logistics enterprises 
is productive and creates new value. This 
cost is included in the total cost of goods 
(works, services) created by enterprises in 

that the production infrastructure does not 
add anything to products (works, services) 
and does not create any new natural form of 
goods (works, services), but increases their 
prime cost.

of infrastructural activities is that the 
infrastructure elements create necessary 
conditions to make the goods (do the works, 
render the services), thereby increasing 
their cost without adding anything in the 
material aspect.
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complex of relations of socio-economic and 
organizational nature, which establishes 
and maintains conditions for functioning, 

of the construction process and its 
infrastructure, at the same time increasing 
the prime cost of goods produced (works 
performed, services provided), but not 
creating additional cost.

Material and technical base (MTB) of 
construction is a set of productions that 
supply the construction with materials, 
structures, parts, building plant and 
equipment, which provide maintenance of 
construction machinery and transport. In 
the organizational sense, the construction 
MTB is divided into intersectoral and 
sectoral part. The intersectoral part 
includes logistics (metallurgy, chemical 
and petrochemical industry, forestry, pulp 
and paper, coal industry, etc.). The basis of 
the MTB’s industry part is the construction 
materials industry that manufactures 
almost all construction materials, devices 
for sanitary equipment of buildings, non-
metallic materials, prefabricated reinforced-
concrete structures, metal structures, etc.

Management of any economic activity 
begins with planning, which in its turn 
envisages analysis of the existing situation 
and determination of initial data. In order 
to achieve the planned growth, dynamics 
performance of key indicators is established 
and subsequently their planned values 
are compared with the actual ones. In 
our opinion, such approach can also be 
applied to infrastructure management. So, 

the investment and construction project, it 

of the construction facility and district 
(city) where the works will be performed. 
Yet, when planning the infrastructure, it is 
unacceptable to approach its elements as 
isolated links. Implementing a plan, e.g. 

and product circulation system in general. 
Therefore, to determine correct planned 
values, one needs to have appropriate 

infrastructure evaluation methods both in a 
complex and its individual components.

The construction infrastructure is 
a complex system consisting of many 
subsystems. To evaluate it as a single 
complex, one needs a system of indicators 

of enterprises and organizations, as well as 
elements of the servicing system (transport, 

We shall understand the infrastructure 
availability as a degree the object (enterprise, 
organization, region, population) is supplied 
by all three groups of infrastructure elements 
(material, operational, market). Availability 

yet infrastructural provision cannot be 
expressed in this way because infrastructure 
characteristics have their own dimensions. 
The problem of choosing the infrastructure 
indicators (methods), whether at regional 
or local level, is the multifaceted and 
multidimensional nature of infrastructure 
and a need for its comprehensive evaluation. 
Such an indicator (method) must, on the 

the degree of resource provision, aggregate 

operations, and on the other hand, give 
an opportunity to compare the objects of 
research by their infrastructure availability.

Infrastructure evaluation indicators can 
be [1,3]:

– 
– 
– expressed in labor input.
Natural indicators characterizing the 

development level of material and technical 
base of the infrastructure do not allow to 

because in this case it is impossible to 
obtain generalizing characteristics of using 
the accumulated production capacity. 
Using the cost indicators to characterize 
the role and location of infrastructure is 
also quite limited due to availability of 

communication, logistics, trade services, 

of infrastructure services.
The existing approaches to economic 
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evaluation of the infrastructure complex 
and its individual elements can be divided 
into the following three groups [2]:

- integrated evaluation methods based 
on comparing the regional indicators with 

- statistical and mathematical methods 
to assess the functioning of individual 

- correlation and regression methods 

linear regressions, correlations to determine 
the nature and strength of the relationship 
between the selected infrastructure 
characteristics and the resulting indicator.

It should be noted that the main 
disadvantage of statistical-mathematical 
and integrated methods is that they assess 
the state of the infrastructure only in terms 
of quantitative characteristics, while such 
an important assessment component as the 
quality of the infrastructure is not taken into 
account. This approach is appropriate only 

of general patterns and imbalances in 
infrastructure development. It is possible 
to eliminate this shortcoming when using 
integrated assessment indicators. When 
using them, in addition to the quantitative 
characteristics of infrastructure evaluation 
(area, population, number of warehouses, 

length of transport communications, 
volume of goods and services sold) the 
analysis should also include indicators that 
characterize the infrastructure quality. So, 
for example, when analyzing the production 
infrastructure of construction, it is necessary 
to review not only indicators of length of 
transport communications, but also such 
indicators as «density of hard-paved roads," 

etc.
Summary 
Thus, in this context, the formation 

of pedagogically and psychologically 
important qualities is one of the most 
important issues that should be given 
special attention in the process of forming 
the psychological and pedagogical 

in the process of studying them in military 
and special-military disciplines,

 Therefore, in the context of further 
directions of work, it is necessary to develop 
a set of measures that will contribute to 
the formation of the pedagogically and 
psychologically important qualities of 

consequence, will form the psychological 
and pedagogical competence of specialists 
of the border authority.
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STATE INFORMATION POLICY: SECURITY FACTORS OF THE 
INFORMATION SOCIETY ERA

Introduction
In modern terms the information securi-

ty of society as a whole and its structural 
parts is a very relevant issue. This is due to 
the fact that the issue of information and 
especially information especially related to 
issues of national security gained special 

Given the current stage of the information 
society, the slogan of American managers 
nominated in the 70’s, «Who owns the in-
formation, he owns the world» is extremely 
important. The current stage of social devel-
opment characterized by the increasing role 
of information sphere, which is an impor-
tant factor in social life largely, determines 
the prospects for successful implementation 
of socio-political and political-administra-
tive transformation of Ukrainian society. 
This is due to the following main factors: 
- the intensive development of information 
infrastructure and, above all, information 
and telecommunication systems, facilities 
and communication systems, integration 
into the world information space and com-
puterization of virtually all aspects of social 
life, activities of state and government, who 

industry  of informatization, telecommuni-
cations and communications.

In content, information security is an in-
tegral part of national security. The struc-
ture of the National Security Information 
security has a special place. It is caused by 

the fact that all kinds of security can not be 
realized without providing of information. 
The value of information can be positive 
or negative. This is explained that informa-
tion is a universal tool for human progress, 
the global and the most scarce resource of 
modern society, one of the basic human and 
national and state values.

Information resources and processes are 
the root cause of many social cataclysms. 
It became apparent that the violations of 
information laws of the universe could be 
fatal for the existence of humanity itself. 

-
lems. General questions regarding the gen-
esis of the information society are analyz-
ed in the writings of Jean Gonay, Tatyana 
Voronina, William Dayzarda, Ralf Dahren-
dorf, Vladislav Inozemtsev, Manuel Cas-
tells, Alexander Laktionova, Karl Popper 
and others.

Communication problems in manage-
ment explore some Ukrainian scientists, 
such as V. Dzyundzyuk, A. Kryukov, A. 
Cool, V. Martynenko, A. Radchenko, S. 
Lutsenko, A.Serenok et al. The issue of 
state regulation of telecommunications and 
their use in government activities are dis-
cussed in the writings of such experts as A. 
Golobutsky, G. Golovko S. Zuev, N. Ko-
rnilov, Yu Mashkarov, A. Melnyk, O. Mos-
tovenko, V. Steklov, S. Tatarchuk, P. Shpig 
A. Yakovets and others.

-
pers devoted mostly or purely theoretical 
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problems concerning the development of 
the information society, legal regulation 
of information sphere by the state or only 
the technical aspects of information tech-
nology. At the same time the problem of 
information security in conditions of infor-
mation society is not developed implemen-
tation with the need to transition to modern 
management principles, which updates the 

-
tives.

The purpose of the study. The aim of ar-
ticle is a theoretical study and development 

-
tive public information security policy in 
the information society.

General description
In modern terms the information is with-

out exaggeration one of the key resources 
of civilization. The information in today’s 

of individual societies and states and the 
world community. However, as experience 
has shown, the information can be used not 
only good, but also to the detriment of the 
individual, society and state.

Development and dissemination of infor-
mation and communication technologies, 
their penetration in almost all spheres of 
life, on the one side, is an important factor 
of global integration, social development 
and economic growth. On the other side, 
being the strongest catalyst for information 
exchange, these technologies carry as many 
as overt and hidden threats. 

Attention is drawn to the fact that in 
the last few years not actively conducting 
research socio - political aspects of infor-
mation security. In our opinion, this fact re-

of Ukrainian society, and in many areas and 
stagnation of these processes.

The meaning of concepts of «informa-

in normative public documents is not clear-
ly interpreted. In our opinion, it is today the 
result of the integration of content concepts 
of «national security» and «security infor-
mation». In the law, the term «information 
security» is usually used in a narrow - Tech-

nology - sense, as is customary, for exam-
ple, in English literature.

Information security is means the secu-
rity of the information and supporting in-
frastructure from accidental or deliberate 
impacts of natural or synthetic nature which 
may cause damage to the subjects of in-
formation relations, including owners and 
users of information and supporting infra-
structure.

Information security is a complex of 
measures aimed at ensuring information 
security. In our opinion, adequate from a 
methodological point of view approach to 
information security begins with identify-
ing the subjects of information relations and 
interests of those associated with the use of 
ICT. Threats to information security is the 
reverse side of information and communi-
cation technologies. Treatment of problems 

The range of interests related to the use of 
information and communication technolo-
gies can be divided into the following cate-
gories: ensure the availability, integrity and 

-
porting infrastructure. Objective measures 

-
tect the interests of information relations. 
The interests of these diverse, but they all 
focused around three key areas: availability, 

information security can be interpreted as 
the absence of unacceptable risk associat-
ed with causing direct or indirect (including 

-
dividual), which caused a violation of the 

information [1].
In analyzing the political aspects of pro-

cedural point of view of information secu-
rity can be investigated in several areas: in 
the area of of political interests and political 

-
ment, foreign political processes and so on.

For the main areas of display system in-
formation security localized expression: 

a) in the functioning of state organs of 

b) in civil society (information security 
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c) in the interests of the individual.
Finally, the level of social and geopoliti-

cal meaning of information security can be 
provided at a number of levels: at the inter-
national level, at the national and state lev-
el, at domestic level (at the level of regional 
institutions), at the level of local govern-
ments. When we talk about the content and 
structure of information security, we take 
into account that the category of «informa-

-

-
sev and E.Yerofyeyev, in government there 

structure of information security. Repre-
sentatives of humanitarian directly asso-
ciated with information security only in-
stitution secrecy. Representatives of law 

security extend almost all issues and rela-

identifying information security and infor-
mation sphere.

In our view, both points of view are ex-
treme positions. The concept of information 

views on the goals, objectives, principles 
and main directions of information security, 
information security under a state of protec-
tion of its national interests in the informa-
tion sector 

Individual interests in the information 
sphere consist in the realization of human 
rights and citizen access to information on 
the use of information in the interests of 
the law not prohibited activity, physical, 
spiritual and intellectual development, and 
in protecting information that ensures per-
sonal safety.

The public interest in the information 
sector is to provide individual interests in 
this area, strengthening democracy, creating 
legal social state, achieving and maintain-
ing social harmony and spiritual renewal of 
Ukraine.

The interests of the state in the informa-

for the harmonious development of Ukrain-
ian IT infrastructure for the implementation 
of constitutional rights and freedoms of 

man and citizen in obtaining information 
and using it to ensure the inviolability of 
the constitutional order, sovereignty and 
territorial integrity of Ukraine, political, 
economic and social stability in absolute 
providing of law and order, development of 

cooperation.
On the basis of Ukraine’s national inter-

ests in the information sector formed stra-
tegic objectives and current domestic and 
foreign policies to ensure information se-
curity. Information security of society and 
the state is characterized by a degree of se-
curity, stability key areas of life (economy, 
science, techno sphere, administration, mil-

-
tion to dangerous destabilizing destructive 
phenomena which infringe the interests of 
the country information actions at both the 
introduction, and information.

Information security is the ability to neu-
-

gerous impact of information and therefore 
information security are: consciousness, 

-
nical systems of various sizes and purposes. 
Speaking of social facilities of information 
security, they can include a person, group, 
society, state, international community. The 
subjects of information security should be 
considered those organs and structures in-
volved in its software. The concept of «in-

-

«information security». Then some authors 
substitution this concept to concept of «se-
curity of information relations from nega-

-
tions there are certain nuances, but they do 
not change the essence of these approaches.

In our opinion, this interpretation of in-
formation security is incomplete. The meth-

must be assignment category «security» not 
to the information itself, even though that 
information security associated with it and 
the information of the environment - natu-
ral and legal persons, who taking part in the 
information process. It follows that in prac-
tical terms, information security does not 
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exist, and regardless of the subject of the 
information environment, but it is subject 
dictates the performance of such security.

We believe that the security aspect in 
consideration of the interests of the sub-
ject of information relations is the process 
of creating an enabling environment, pur-
poseful formation (acquisition, location) 
conditions under which to implement its 
interests were made to put him goals. Thus 
the most important basis of focus in the 

of their members. Securing the process of 
mastering the subject is the subject of the 
necessary conditions of their own existence. 
This, in turn, means that security involves 
the creation of conditions in which subjects 
at least maintain and reproduce their values. 
As rightly says G. Ivashchenko and security 
as a process of mastering the conditions of 
existence, is at the same time the process 
of the freedom of the subject as the ability 
to control the conditions of their own exist-
ence. [2, c.28] In his view, freedom and se-
curity - are closely interlinked phenomena 
which form the fundamental aspects of so-
cial life, the most important characteristics 
of social actors.

In our opinion, the interests of man, that 
need to protect the information society, lie 
primarily in real providing the constitution-
al rights and freedoms of man and citizen 
access to information on the use of informa-
tion in the interests of not prohibited by the 
law of, and in the protection of information, 
providing personal security spiritual and in-
tellectual development.

The public interest in the information 
sphere is to protect vital interests of the 
individual in this area, ensuring the reali-
zation of the constitutional rights and free-
doms of man and citizen in the interest of 
strengthening democracy, the achievement 
and maintenance of social harmony, in-
creasing creative activity of the population.

Thus, the state’s interests in the infor-
mation sphere is to create conditions for 
the harmonious development of the infor-
mation infrastructure in the country for the 
implementation of constitutional rights and 
freedoms of people and citizens to strength-

en constitutional order, sovereignty and 
territorial integrity, establishing political 
and social stability, economic prosperity 
and unconditional implementation laws and 
support law enforcement, international co-
operation based on partnership.

In summary, we consider it necessary to 
note that quite common is the view accord-
ing to which information security is a state 
of society in which provided reliable and 
comprehensive protection of the individual, 
society and state from exposure to particu-
lar types of threats that are in the form of 
organized or information arising sponta-

-
gressive, reactionary or extremist-minded 
political and social forces and aimed at the 
conscious distortion of social and individu-
al consciousness. The result stands deviant 
individual behavior, strengthening social, 

growing, developing and secured psycho-
logical and mental tension society. This 
approach is the result of a general «broad» 
understanding of information security, 

public policy in the information sector, in-
cluding in terms of information security 
will largely depend on the correct choice 
of priorities for research these problems by 

approaches to their solution.
This particularly applies to the need for 

management analysis of Ukrainian infor-
mation security issues. We believe that the 
level of elaboration of this aspect of issues 
the considered until low. There is anoth-
er point of view, according to which the 
achieved level allows the researcher to have 
a fully developed methodological and ide-
ological bases in the interest of deepening 

Proponents of this approach believe that 
«in a hypothetical sense,» there is every 
reason to recognize the necessary existence 
of independent political and industry focus 
called «information security policy» that 
would unite the information component of 
security policy and its practical implemen-
tation in the work of state power and admin-
istration .
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Globalization has become a major global 

This trend is clearly manifested in the eco-
nomic, social, political, ideological, cultural 

ahead of becomes an information area that 
due to the rapid development of information 
- communication technologies, the emer-

-
ence is an important tool for socio-econom-
ic, political and administrative reforms.

As rightly noted by the famous American 
-

mation have become the most important re-
source of power at the present stage. [3, c.5]

In modern world there is intense build 
information and communication potential, 
information globalization facilitates in-
tegration processes in all other areas. The 
means for this is the development of com-
munication, use of space for the transmis-
sion of information, the growth of global 
information networks and computerization 
of many processes of human life.

At present, despite the wide distribution 
against all these phenomena of the term 
«information society», the experts did not 
come to a common understanding of the 
content of the term. Some believe that it 
is - a society in which ensured an easy and 
free access to information around the world, 
others - that a society in which the main ob-
ject and the results of most is information 
and knowledge. [3, p.7]

The greatest support among researchers 

society in which the main subject of work 
most of the people have information and 
knowledge, and tools - information technol-

More detailed information society can 
-

tion, characterized sharp increase in the 
role of information and knowledge society, 
the growing share information communi-
cations, information products and services 
in gross domestic product (GDP), a global 

-
tive information interaction of people, their 
access to global information resources and 

meet their social and personal needs in in-
formation products and services. In the con-
text of the Marxist approach, the informa-

which the main subject of work most of the 
people have information and knowledge, 
and tools - information technology. Public 
relations will be largely determined by these 
factors. Accordingly, the economy and so-
cial system of government will be focused 
on production primarily product informa-
tion and intellectual activities related to the 
development of new information and new 
knowledge, convert them to a form suitable 
for consumption by others, and marketing 
(including sale) of products. [5, p.57]

The main characteristic features of the 
information society are information eco-
nomics and management, high level infor-
mation needs of all members of society and 
actually meeting them for the general popu-
lation, high information culture, free access 
to every member of society to information 
is limited by the information security of the 
individual, social groups and society.

-
ty characterized following features:

– The existence of a common informa-

– The dominance of the economy and 
management of new technological struc-
tures, based on the massive use of informa-

– Increasing role of infrastructure (tele-
communications, transport, organizational) 
in the system of social production and the 
growing trend towards joint operation in 
economy and management information and 

– Increase the importance of information 
security problems of the individual, society 

-
tem of citizens’ rights and social institutions 
to a free, dissemination and use of informa-

– A high level of education, due to the 
expansion of information exchange at the 
international, national and regional levels, 
and therefore increased the role of skill, 
professionalism and ability to creativity as 
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– The leading role of information re-
sources in sustainable progressive develop-

– The actual needs of society for infor-

Summary 
Thus, the analysis of concepts and direc-

tions of information security research the 
following conclusions:

1. Information area as backbone factor 

political, economic, defense and other com-
ponents of security, so essential national se-
curity of Ukraine depends on the security of 
information, and, in the course of technical 
progress this dependence will grow.

2. Despite the considerable attention paid 
to the problem of researchers information 
society to the issues of information security 
Ukrainian state, the formation and imple-
mentation of state policy of Ukraine in this 
area, a number of issues that lie in the plane 
of the issues, yet remain poorly designed, 

information security. In this regard it should 
be noted that today in domestic science not 
a monographic studies devoted to political 

and managerial aspects of information se-
curity in Ukraine.

3. The concept of information security 

of the problem, the term «information se-
curity» is used in the broadest sense. Under 
the state of information security is a state 
protected its national interests in the infor-
mation sphere.

-
pretation of the concept of «information se-
curity» within its own sphere of information 
whose elements are the set of information, 
means of production, processing and stor-
age, IT infrastructure entities engaged in the 
collection, creation, distribution and the use 
of information and control system with the 
emerging social relations.

5. Analysis of information security issues 
-

tional relations and interests of those asso-
ciated with the use of information systems. 
Threats to information security - is only a 
by-element opposite direction of informa-
tion technology.
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Introduction. 
Modern Ukraine is facing a strategical-

ly critical situation of demographic crisis, 
which is growing and in the long run threat-
ens the economic insolvency of the state 

incapable population over the able-bodied. 
In such conditions, the study of protection 
of children’s rights and legitimate inter-

of childhood protection, development and 
implementation of state policy to stimu-
late the birth and upbringing of children in 
Ukraine as a strategic component of modern 
human-centric paradigm of human rights. 
Disclosure and theoretical understanding of 
this problem will solve an important scien-

youth abroad, laying the foundations for the 
growth of the Ukrainian population, which 
is especially important for democratization 
of state-building processes in Ukraine and 
their very existence.

The analysis of recent researches and 
publications suggests that the protection of 
the rights and legitimate interests of chil-
dren in modern science has received con-
siderable attention from the legal sciences, 
public administration, pedagogy, sociology, 
political science, philosophy and history. In 
particular, among the recent publications 
it is necessary to single out the research of 
such Ukrainian scientists as O. Burlak [2], 

-
ko [5], N. Zobenko [6], O. Kitayka. [7], 
O. Kudryavtseva [8], N. Onishchenko, S. 
Stoetsky and O. Sunegin [9], O. Svatenkov 

[16], I Bulb [17, 18]. However, in the sci-

system of the concept of children’s rights or 
-

tion of the rights and legitimate interests of 
children. This is due to the statement of the 
purpose and objectives of this article as an 
analysis of the domestic discourse space on 
the concept of rights and legitimate interests 
of children as an integral part of universal 
human rights.

General description. 
individual child looks far from the state, 
public administration and public policy. 
However, in reality, all the life of a child 
from the day of his birth, all the relations 
in which he participates, are regulated by 
the state. The doctor receiving childbirth is 
obliged to register the fact of birth, the state 
body for registration of civil status acts reg-

From that moment, the child acquires the 
citizenship of his country. The child’s moth-
er goes on maternity leave to ensure the 
normal development of the baby, then takes 
her child to a state kindergarten, school, re-

the child’s livelihood from birth, the crea-
tion of appropriate conditions for growth, 
development and upbringing is the result of 
appropriate government-civil relations and 
is governed by relevant legal and adminis-
trative norms. Thus, a modern child from 

subject of law and public relations - which 
means that it already has its rights, its own 
legal status and needs attention from public 
authorities and the formation of appropriate 
public policy.

Historical and retrospective view shows 
that at any time and in any society, each 
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generation has always had to protect their 
rights, but not every generation is able to 
do it independently. The latter is especially 
true for children, as any beautiful slogans 
about a «happy childhood» will remain 
empty declarations if they are not backed 

policies for children, a developed structure 
of state institutions functionally designed to 
protect children’s rights. necessary powers 
and resources.

The concept of the rights of the child 
consists of the closely related concepts of 
«rights», «freedoms» and «legitimate in-
terests» of the child. In the humanistic hu-
man-centered concept of modernity there 
is a clear understanding that every person 
from birth has universal, inalienable and 
equal (endowed to each person equally) 
natural rights that no one can be deprived. 

of the child are a system of rights and free-
doms that characterize the legal status of the 
child, taking into account the peculiarities 

-

of human rights, which provides interna-
tionally recognized norms of ensuring the 
child’s moral and social rights to life and 
healthy development, security, dignity, in-
dividuality, freedom and protection by the 

the concept of «legitimate interest of the 
child» in N. Onishchenko, S. Stoetsky and 
S. Sunegin, who suggest the legitimate in-
terest of the child to understand the «objec-
tively-subjective motive of the act (action 
or inaction) of the protected child. law, de-
termines the direction of its behavior and 
aims to achieve its full physical, intellectu-
al, cultural and social development, taking 
into account the traditional moral principles 
of society [9, p. 181].

Since the protection and protection of 
natural rights and legitimate human inter-
ests from birth is one of the key functions 
of modern developed countries and a fun-
damental basis for building a civilized legal 
social democratic state based on the priori-

ty of higher human values   and human de-
velopment, it is also necessary to consider 

-

rights of the child and childhood in general. 
According to the academic explanatory dic-
tionary of the Ukrainian language, the word 
«provision» means protection, protection of 
someone or something from danger, creat-
ing reliable conditions for the implementa-
tion of something, guaranteeing something 
[1, p. 18]. Thus, «provision» is the root, 

rights» as «the activities of public authori-
ties, local governments, public associations 
and citizens to create favorable conditions 
(guarantees) for the lawful and consistent 
implementation and protection of citizens’ 
rights» [3, p. 9], and the concept of «ensur-
ing the rights of the child» suggests a set 
of interrelated legal, economic, socio-ped-
agogical, psychological, medical and oth-
er state and social measures to ensure the 
rights and freedoms of minors to improve 
their quality of life and social satisfaction. 
important interests and needs [ibid.].

In turn, «protection» and «security» are 
related as a process and result, a state, a 
phenomenon, where «protection» is a cer-
tain activity or process with the ultimate 
goal of achieving a state of security.

In the stream of public administration as 
a process of exercising state power and car-
rying out by public authorities of the state 
activities provided by functional powers, it 
is mostly about «protection», because the 
state of full protection is rather an unattain-
able goal, a certain ideal. Therefore, in the 
categorical-conceptual apparatus of public 

-
tremely rare, and more often it is a question 

In particular, such protection N. Zobenko 
calls a system of practical measures aimed 
at protecting the rights and interests of chil-
dren and adolescents, to create normal con-
ditions for their development and education 

and public institutions and organizations, 
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which is aimed at overcoming social risks 
in order to create conditions for the full de-
velopment of the child, meeting its needs 
and interests [13, p. 39].

The concept of child protection as a sys-
tem of state and public measures aimed at 
ensuring a full life, comprehensive educa-
tion and development of the child and pro-
tection of his rights is enshrined in the Law 
of Ukraine «On Child Protection» of April 

In accordance with international treaties 
and standards of humanitarian develop-
ment, the Constitution of Ukraine, our state 
has committed itself to guarantee compre-
hensive protection of the rights, freedoms 
and legitimate interests of children as an 
integral part of the universal paradigm of 
human rights. In particular, O. Kudryavt-
seva notes that the protection of the rights 
and freedoms of the child is a constitutional 
and legal and international duty of the mod-
ern Ukrainian state to citizens, society and 
the international community, which follows 
from the UN Convention on the Rights of 
the Child [8, p. 28].

In general, the guarantee of the rights 
and freedoms of the child G. Tolkachova 

their rights and freedoms, their protection 
and defense in case of violation. Their main 
purpose is to provide everyone with equal 
legal opportunities for the acquisition, im-
plementation, protection and defense of 
subjective rights and freedoms «[15, p. 66]. 
Such guarantees can be constitutional and 
legal, organizational and legal, administra-
tive and political and socio-economic. O. 

guarantees of the rights and freedoms of 
the child as a system of means and methods 
provided by the constitutional legislation by 
which the rights, freedoms and freedoms of 
a minor are realized, protected and protect-

-
tees of the rights and freedoms of the child 
Ukraine - as the formation, organization and 
activities of public authorities and their of-

authorized persons for the implementation, 

protection and defense of the rights and 
freedoms of minors «[7, p. 50 - 51].

Regarding the mechanisms of protec-
tion of children’s rights, in general they 

multifunctional system of interconnected 
public administration, socio-economic and 
political-legal means used to ensure the im-
plementation of state policy on protection 
of children’s rights. Such mechanisms can 
be international, constitutional and legal, 
judicial, administrative, organizational and 
legal, socio-pedagogical, etc. Thus, M. Fo-

for the protection of children’s rights as 
«a system of international treaties and or-
ganizations that are a set of normative and 
institutional tools developed in the process 
of international cooperation to ensure the 
realization of children’s rights and are to 
establish international obligations for each 
state.» obligations for their protection and 
defense, as well as in the implementation of 
international control over the implementa-

Constitutional and legal mechanisms 
for the protection of children’s rights are a 
comprehensive interaction of state and non-
state institutions, institutions, organizations 
on the legislative consolidation and social 
realization of children’s rights on the basis 
of the standards of the UN Convention on 
the Rights of the Child. The tasks of this 
activity are legal assistance and counseling, 
social-pedagogical and information-legal 
assistance, control over the activities of the 
subjects of realization of children’s rights, 
etc. [3, p. 10].

At the same time, I. Tsybulina believes 
that the legal mechanism for the protection 
of children’s rights is a dynamic system of 
legal forms, means and measures, the in-
teraction of which is aimed at preventing 
violations of children’s rights or restoring 
them in case of violation. This mechanism 
includes such elements as protection and 

and is a mechanism of direct action of the 
law and organizational and legal activities 
of public authorities and local governments, 
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associations to prevent violations of chil-
dren’s rights [18].

Conceptually, public policy is formed 
and implemented in all spheres and areas of 
public governance, political and socio-eco-
nomic development of society. In particu-
lar, the protection of children’s rights is 

of children’s lives - health, education and 
socialization, physical and cultural devel-
opment, etc., so we can talk about the ex-
istence of a family of government policies 
regarding children and their rights. In this 
family we distinguish two large groups. The 

-
ulate public relations, form and implement 
the activities of public authorities directly 
or mainly in a particular area of   the child’s 
life: educational policy, youth policy, so-
cial policy, protection of children’s rights, 
maternity protection and childhood. The 
second group includes general or universal 
policies that regulate public relations, form 
and implement the activities of public au-
thorities throughout society, but some of its 

component of society: health policy, cultur-
al, sports, social, criminal, etc. policy.

For example, from the very beginning 
of state independence, Ukraine proclaimed 
one of the key activities of public authori-
ties state youth policy, which according to 
the Declaration of the Verkhovna Rada of 
Ukraine «On General Principles of State 
Youth Policy in Ukraine» of December 15, 

activities of the state in relations with the 
individual, youth, youth movement, carried 
out in the legislative, executive, judicial 
spheres and aims to create socio-econom-
ic, political, organizational, legal conditions 
and guarantees for vital self-determination, 
intellectual, moral, physical development of 
youth, realization of her creative potential 
both in her own interests and in the inter-
ests of Ukraine [10]. State youth policy ap-

regardless of origin, social and property 
status, race and nationality, sex, education, 
language, religion, gender and nature of 
occupation and is carried out through state 

executive bodies, institutions , social insti-
tutions and associations of young citizens.

An important component of child pro-
tection in Ukraine is the state social policy 
in general, and social protection policy in 

policy as a certain orientation of the state 
and a system of measures to optimize the 
social development of society, relations 
between social and other groups, creating 
conditions to meet the living needs of their 
representatives. In addition, social policy 
is part of the domestic policy of the state 
aimed at ensuring the welfare and compre-
hensive development of citizens and society 
as a whole. In this aspect, the importance of 
social policy is determined by its impact on 
the processes of reproduction of labor and 

The basis of social policy is a large layer 
of social protection, which in the modern 
world is one of the key factors of socio-po-

and spiritual development of the state. In 

is a system of state-guaranteed econom-
ic, organizational and legal measures that 
provide children with conditions for over-

protection is provided to many strata and 
categories of Ukrainian citizens, and one 
of the largest categories is children. As N. 

protection has become one of the most im-
portant elements of the child’s legal status, 
and as such is enshrined in international le-
gal standards and constitutions of most de-
veloped countries [6, p. 63].

Due to its importance, an independent 
branch of social protection of children is 
distinguished, which in accordance with the 
Law of Ukraine «On bodies and services 
for children and special institutions for chil-

of measures and means of socio-economic 
and legal nature children’s rights to life, 
development, upbringing, education, health 

This is what O. Svatenkov says when 
he notes that the social protection of child-
hood is closely linked with the social policy 
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of the state aimed at overcoming negative 
trends and stabilizing the favorable position 
of children, with the formation of positive 
changes in the attitude of the state and soci-
ety to children, creating real conditions for 
further positive dynamics of children’s life 
processes and is carried out by comprehen-
sive assistance to the child by the state in 
solving various problems related to social 

Burlaki, who suggests that the social pro-
tection of the family, childhood, mother-
hood and fatherhood should be understood 
as a system of economic, organizational, 

-
ing families with children, large, single and 
low-income families, children. -orphans 
and children deprived of parental care, chil-
dren with disabilities from childhood and 
children with disabilities of a decent stand-
ard of living, providing them with social 
assistance and social support, establishing 

the relevant social risks (poverty, orphan-
hood, disability, etc.), overcoming or miti-
gating them [2, p. 18].

Given that the social protection of the 
-

signed to solve social problems, the protec-
tion of children’s rights is a more compre-

not so much social aspects of the child’s 
life, but also legal, civil, cultural and more. 
And if legal science under the protection of 

-
hensive system of measures used to ensure 
the free and proper exercise of its subjective 
rights, including judicial protection, legis-
lative, economic, organizational, technical 
and other means and measures, I. Tsibuli-

na singles out the state policy of ensuring 
the rights of the child, which, according to 
the researcher, is part of the state policy of 
establishing and ensuring human rights and 
freedoms as a system of public authorities, 
local governments and social formations to 
ensure appropriate conditions for compre-
hensive child development [18] .

Summary. Thus, the study provides 
grounds for generalizing that in Ukraine the 
concept of children’s rights is considered in 
the context of the human-centered paradigm 
of social development as an integral part of 
universal human rights. At the same time, 
the dominant subjects of protection of chil-
dren’s rights in Ukraine are the state, public 
administration and government with the in-
volvement of socially responsible business 
and civil society institutions - charitable, 
volunteer, socio-political, etc. Conceptu-
ally, the concept of «child» is a strategic 
social unit of demographic reproduction of 
the people and the development of human 
potential of the country as a foundation for 
further state formation and building civil so-
ciety. Systematic mechanisms for the reali-
zation of the rights and legitimate interests 
of the child are generally comprehensive 
and specialized state policies, among which 
synergistically unifying is the state policy to 
protect the rights, freedoms and legitimate 
interests of children in Ukraine, which is a 
complex multi-element system. -organiza-
tional, normative-legal socio-economic and 
psychological-pedagogical measures aimed 
at promoting and improving the proper, free 
and full development of the child’s human 
potential, meeting its needs and legitimate 
interests, forming for such development a 
safe living environment for the child.

References: 
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 PROJECT APPROACH TO THE FORMATION 
OF A COMPREHENSIVE STATE EXAMINATION

Introduction

regional executive power authorities and 
local self-government authorities, as well 

regardless of funding resources and own-
ership, are subject to comprehensive state 
expertise carried out by authorized public 
authorities.

Implementation of the projects’ state ex-
pertise in the public sphere is becoming a 
relevant process for both government pro-
jects and within regional projects and pro-
grams implementation, especially while im-
plementing public-private partnership.

Comprehensive projects’ state expertise 
-

lic administration and control of optimal 
solutions for the implementation of social-

A comprehensive approach to the meth-
odology of the state projects’ expertise is 
currently being formed, and domestic expe-
rience supports the conclusion that the types 
and number of projects’ expertise are car-
ried out depending on the type and unique-
ness of the project.

-
veloped terminological and categorical ap-
paratus in expert activities which need the 
improvement but uncertainty in terminolo-
gy and expertise procedure in many cases 
causes problems of interpretation and reali-
zation of expert activities. 

State expertise in the public sphere re-
quires new approach to its institutionaliza-
tion. Especially it is necessary to create the 
system approach of public authorities while 
conducting state expertise and the partici-
pation of experts in the development of pri-

technological development, the distribution 
of public money on programs and projects 

focused on state activities in various sectors 
of the economy and society.

-
tion of state expertise

The concept of expertise (from the Lat-
in expertus - experienced, expert) means a 
review, research of any object, cases, issues 
made by experts and require special knowl-
edge. In the most general form the exper-
tise – is a way of analyzing the cause and 

happened, but what is expected to happen or 
-

tain reality when this reality is not amenable 
to direct measurement, calculation and any 

World practice determines that the pro-
jects’ state expertise analyzes and evaluates 

project documentation (techno-economic 
-
-

struction projects and other project, engi-
neering, architectural and construction and 
research works in construction as well as 

technical, environmental, social and other 
expertise.

Expertise – is an analysis, research, eval-
uation of project documentation conform-
ing to approved standards, rules and regu-
lations and corresponds with the interests of 
society and state.

State expertise – is established by laws 
the activities of authorized expert organ-
izations and individuals (experts) which 
is carried out through the state order on a 
contractual basis and related with research 
conducting, examination, evaluation of spe-

preparation and execution of expert conclu-
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sions and recommendations on the subject 
-

The main purpose of projects’ state ex-
pertise is to achieve high quality of projects, 
compliance with project objectives, project 
tasks, planned project indicators, regulato-
ry and legal documents, compliance with 
safety and quality, mainly environmental, 
industrial and construction security and op-

projects’ resources and reducing the prob-
ability of suboptimal management made 
decisions.

The main tasks of the projects’ state ex-
pertise are:

-
cumstances and situations involving the 
state expertise, ensuring the validity and 

-

-

-

amount and forms of government support 

logistical support for investment projects’ 
realization [Resolution of the Cabinet of 

-
tise of investment programs (projects) Pro-

State expertise of projects is carried out 
in the established order by the Cabinet of 
Ministers of Ukraine by expert organiza-
tions regardless of ownership that meet the 
criteria set by the central executive authori-
ty body, which provides formation of public 
policy. For a comprehensive expertise one 
can involve experts on sanitary and epide-
miological welfare of population, environ-

technological, nuclear and radiation safety.
Construction projects are subject to man-

datory state expertise in Ukraine that:

category- on the observance of standards 

for sanitary and epidemiological welfare of 
population, environment, labour protection, 

-
ar and radiation safety, strength, reliability 
and durability of buildings and structures, 
their operational safety and engineering 

-
neering-geological and technological con-
ditions - in terms of strength, reliability and 

of state and municipal enterprises, institu-
tions and organizations, and of loans un-
der state guarantees - for estimated part of 
project documentation [Resolution of the 

approval procedure of investment programs 
and construction projects and their state ex-

The main directions of comprehensive 
projects’ state expertise include seven dif-
ferent aspects. In complex large investment 
projects in each area a group of experts is 
formed within the expert body. This group 
gives expert opinion.

Commercial direction consists in the fact 
of assessment the project as a commercial 

which allow getting the realization of the 
analyzed invest project.

Technical direction of comprehensive 
expertise considers such issues such as the 
right choice of production technology, the 
purchase of basic and auxiliary equipment, 
organizing supplies of raw materials and 
other production aspects incorporated in the 
project.

Institutional direction of expertise draws 
attention on the compliance of the decisions 
on the project with the current law of the 
country, where it is assumed the project 
realization. It examines the correct applica-
tion of the project tax features, calculation 
expenses, licensing, etc.

Social direction of expertise considers 
the project in terms of social issues resolv-
ing in the region (employment, employees’ 
wages, labor protection, decisions on the 
social and domestic infrastructure develop-
ment).

Environmental direction is intended to 
consider the project in terms of its relation-
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ship with the environment (questions of 
environmental protection, neutralization of 

-
vironment, waste disposal issues).

Financial direction of comprehensive 
project expertise gives the assessment con-

-
mation in order to realization of the project 
and using investment in it.

Economic direction of expertise analyses 
-

tiveness. One pays attention to the calcula-

economic calculations, one makes decisions 
on correctness of conclusions, on expedien-
cy of this project development [Resolution 

the Procedure for the initiation, preparation 
and implementation of economic and social 
development of Ukraine, supported by in-

Comprehensive projects’ state expertise 
includes the following expertise types:

-
jects.

2 Regulatory and legal framework of 
state expertise in Ukraine

Regulatory support for state projects’ ex-
pertise consists of a set of laws and regula-
tory acts that govern the relations arising in 
connection with the appointment and con-
ducting of projects’ expertise and decisions 
made by public authorities, regardless of 
the upcoming and taken decision, kind of 
expertise, technology and members of the 
expertise.

Methodical approach should apply to 
-

tise –basic concepts for the expertise of in-
vestment projects, expertise of construction 
projects, expertise of innovation projects 
and expertise of budget projects issued un-
der state guarantees. Methodical approach-

es began to be developed and regulated by 
model laws and regulatory acts that have 
been adopted by countries-members of the 
Commonwealth of Independent States.

Model law - is advisory in nature as an 
act taken either by international organiza-
tions or by the state legislative bodies in 

states as a guideline for a coherent legis-
lative activity. Model Law creates samples 
for future legislative decisions that will get 

formation only after their adoption by the 
national parliament. The content of a sep-

-
ing the objectives and general principles 
of the future regulations or formulations 
of its major, fundamental rules, regulative 

solution variants, or creation the completed 
acts which Parliament may adopt as a basis 
or approve without amendments and addi-
tions.

13, 1999 to review construction projects of 
mutual interest to the countries-participants 
of the CIS and is adopted a number of mod-
el laws on expert of projects.

the objectives and principles of the state ex-

responsibilities of the state bodies, expert 
organizations and experts. The purpose of 
this law is to improve the objectivity and 
validity of decisions prepared and adopted 
by public authorities, in compliance with 

-
curity, international cooperation, socio-eco-

development.

arising in connection with the appointment 

expertise, establishes socially important ob-
jects, that are subject to mandatory scientif-

and obligations of customers and executors 

This law aims at:

-
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decisions that contribute to the socio-eco-
-

made by public authorities and NGOs enti-
ties their targeting to use the latest advances 

technological and public safety and eco-
nomic feasibility of the decision related 

-
-

nical results in practical and economic ac-

property rights according to the results of 
-

activities.
-

approach to conducting the environmental 
expertise in accordance with international 
obligations state. The main tasks of this law 

conducting the environmental expertise in 
conjunction with the norms of the model 

planned economic and other activities are 

environmental impact assessment and com-

expertise, 2016].
-
-
-

legislative bodies of Ukraine.
Existing methods of conducting projects’ 

expertise can be divided into two main 
groups: domestic and foreign. The use of 
a certain technique depends on the charac-

as well as on their general environment. It 
should be noted two main factors that deter-

ent approach-
es to the evaluation of investment projects. 

approaches to comprehensive state projects’ 

expertise developed under a centralized 
management system unlike similar foreign 
studies focused on market relations. The 
second is the need to use computer technol-
ogy in the practice of evaluating investment 

2002].
All today known in Ukraine works and 

guidelines and regulations on the expertise 
of investment projects, usually are based on 

-
it» and integration of annual current and 

UNIDO, World Bank and other internation-
al organizations.

The approaches to the analysis of invest-
ment projects developed within: the World 
Bank and UNIDO got the biggest popularity 
and recognition. Large international organ-

-
cial markets, developed their own methods 

goals and tasks. These include Organization 
for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment, which uses a fairly broad approach 
to project analysis and specializes mainly in 

(UNIDO), was prepared for publication. 
UNIDO proposed approach to the prepa-
ration of feasibility studies which has been 
accepted by the funds industrial enterprises, 
which more met these requirements.

UNIDO methodic is based on the gen-
eralization of experience of international 
organizations, UNIDO analyzed projects 

-
al development and methodic oriented at 
boundary simplifying the proposed prob-
lems, bringing their possible solution to the 
recommendations level of actions in certain 
situations.

One of the advantages of this technique 
is to describe the components of the report 
on the feasibility study of the project. Me-
thodic is accompanied by COMFAR soft-
ware (computer model for feasibility analy-
sis and reporting) [Malakhovska, 2006].

In the early stages of investment research 
is recommended to use a simpler package 
PROPSPIN (information system of previ-
ous analysis and projects’ evaluation).
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In Russia and in the CIS countries still 
have remained the institutions of state pro-
jects’ expertise and their territorial divisions 

-
-

tion projects, reconstruction, expansion and 
technical re-equipment of enterprises in the 
ministries’ system, as well as experimental 
and typical projects that are developed on 
ministries’ order. In the Russian Federation, 
Kazakhstan and Belarus state and pub-
lic projects’ expertise is held and the state 
projects’ expertise is divided into state ex-
tra departmental expertise of construction 
management body and state environmen-
tal expertise of environmental agency and 

by public authorities of management and 
supervision. 

The conducting of state projects’ exper-
tise is done by national and international 
standards and project management stand-
ards. 

National experience in the conducting 
of projects’ expertise is based on the State 
standard of Ukraine 3966-2009 (Terminol-
ogy. The principles and rules for the devel-

-
tions) designed to replace the terminology 

misunderstandings and contradictions that 
arose during work (development, exper-
tise conducting, approval) on terminology 
standards through misunderstanding of ac-

of some discrepancy in requirements of the 
present situation. all-Union State Standard 
3966-2009 is a major in issues of develop-
ment the terminology of projects’ expertise.  
Foreign experience of the projects’ exper-
tise addresses the following project man-
agement standards:

-
ment. Requirements for project manage-
ment». The national standard project has 
passed procedure of development, public 
discussion, making adjustments and trans-

-
eral Agency for Technical Regulation and 
Metrology of the Russian Federation.

2. PMBOK Guide is an American na-
tional project management standard that 
includes the amount of professional knowl-

edge that allow successfully achieve the 
set goal in the implementation of projects 

on the formation of the Guidelines to the 
Bode of knowledge in project management 
is made by Project Management Institute.

3. The ISO standard 10006 is a funda-
mental document within a series of stand-

-
pared by technical committee ISO / TC 176 

-

standards bodies (members of ISO).

by BSI group, is a national standardization 
body in the UK. BS 6079-1 should help 
professionals and organizations to ensure 

projects and establish studies at projects and 
the process of its continuous improvement 
in project management in the organization.

5. Standard APM Body of Knowledge 
was developed and is administered by the 
UK Project Management Association. The 

accreditation and research activities and 
consists of 7 chapters and 52 knowledge 
areas.

6. Standard DIN 69901 is designed by 
Deutsches Institut für Normung, the Ger-
man national standardization body and de-
scribes the main provisions, processes, pro-
cess model, methods, data, data model and 
project management terms.

Project and Program Management for En-

management standard based on the expe-
rience of Japan in 1999, which allowed 
visualize projects with greater added value 
and innovation programs. P2M – is a sys-
tem of knowledge presented in the form of 

by Japanese project managers Association 
(PMAJ).

8. The methodology PRINCE2 (PRo-
jects IN Controlled Environments 2) is a 
structured project management method ap-
proved by the UK government as a standard 
to project management. PRINCE2 method-
ology includes approaches to management, 
control and organization of projects.
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9. Organizational Project Management 
Maturity Model Standard (OPM3®) de-
scribes the tools by which an organization 
can assess the maturity of project manage-
ment for compliance with the best practices 

-

and projects meet business strategy and 
contribute to achieving business objectives 

projects are selected at random. The stand-
ard was developed and is administered by 
the Project Management Institute.

In Ukraine, the law provides for state 
projects’ expertise in the construction, sci-
ence and ecology spheres. According to the 

2013], investment programs implemented 
using budgetary funds, funds of state en-
terprises, institutions and organizations, as 
well as by loans given by government guar-
antees are mandatory to state expertise.

Legal and regulatory conducting of the 
state expertise of investment projects is reg-
ulated by the following Laws of Ukraine:

-

-

The state expertise is also governed by 
complex of regulatory acts, such as:

Procedure of construction projects and con-

Procedure and criteria for assessing the eco-

-
tise of investment programs (projects) Pro-

-

initiation, preparation and implementation 
of economic and social development of 

-

approval of methods of state expertise of in-
vestment projects and conclusion forms on 

-
proval of the Regulation of assessment and 

and other central and local executive power 
authorities investment projects that involve 
the state budget and creating committee of 
the Ministry of Economic Development and 
Trade of Ukraine with the assessment and 
competitive selection of investment pro-

-

issues of preparing documents for projects 

-
dure for the development of the project for 
the implementation of which the state sup-

-
proval of guidelines for the development of 
the project for the implementation of which 

of November 13, 2012 and others.
Among the regulatory acts governing 

the expertise procedure should be noted 
the resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers 

approval procedure of investment programs 
and construction projects and their state ex-

projects regardless of funding sources are 
subject to compulsory comprehensive state 
expertise (with the exception of construc-
tion projects approved by list approved by 
the Ministry of Regional Development of 

State projects’ expertise is carried out by 
expert organizations regardless of owner-
ship that meet the criteria set by the central 
executive authorities. Experts on construc-
tion, sanitary and epidemiological welfare 
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of population, environment, labour pro-

nuclear and radiation safety and others are 
involved into this expertise.

The process of conducting of the state ex-
pertise according to resolution of the Cabi-

of the Procedure of investment programs 

2011 [16], involves getting by the body that 
conducts the state expertise, an expert opin-
ion on the results of the Ministry of Eco-
nomic Development and Trade of Ukraine 
in accordance with legislation order. 

State expertise of the investment project 
must consider standards on sanitary and ep-
idemiological welfare of population, envi-
ronment, labour protection, energy saving, 

safety.
The main principles of conducting the 

state expertise are:

the subjects set by law and other regulatory 

and experts on the exercise of their powers 
and non-interference in activities of persons 
representing the interests of the customer of 

modern international standards of scientif-
ic, technical and technological knowledge 
taking into account the norms and rules of 
technical, environmental and economic se-
curity, international standards.

The list of objects of expertise are con-
stantly exposed not only to investment 
projects in the industrial and socially-sig-

government plans, programs, concepts, but 
-

vironment.
This leads to the fact that today the main 

independent experts is in expertise subject, 
-

cial and environmental expertise is deter-
mined by the expertise object. Thus, envi-
ronmental, judicial and estimated expertise 

can be under certain conditions, public, in-
dependent or community. 

Based on the results of this work expert 
opinion is done, based on which the tender 

3. Measures to improve the compre-
hensive projects’ expertise

Currently, the conducting of the exper-
tise and the need for expert work practically 
is not objectionable. Expertise are held in 
various areas of public activities in deciding 
fairly wide range of tasks. Expert organiza-
tions must have no other statutory activities 

Creating an extensive network of inde-
pendent expert organizations will not only 

will allow avoiding possible accusations of 
bias decisions and corruption. The division 
of powers between state and non-state ex-
pert organizations – is a problem that needs 
solving. Currently, there is a tendency to 
create their own specialized expert services 
in every department.

-
dependent experts is in expertise subject, 

-
dicial and an environmental expertise is 
determined by the object of the expertise. 
Thus, environmental, judicial and estimated 
expertise can be, under certain conditions, 
state, independent or public.

The legislation of Ukraine is currently 
has no single concept for expert activities.

Today expert activities in Ukraine is reg-
ulated by complex laws and regulatory acts, 
though many issues on expert activity are 
still unresolved:

-

-

-
amination results in Ukraine and abroad.

The main requirements for the recogni-
-

lidity of used tools and the recognition of its 
the leading experts in this particular kind of 
expert activities.

Thus, the used methods, standards, rules 
and procedures of expertise should allow 
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of expert activity, the repetition of expert 
research results in similar conditions and 
should be recognized by society and the 
state.

The main legal issues of expert activity, 
peculiar to Ukraine are:

-
-

-

often leads to negative legal and social con-
sequences.

The measures to improve the compre-
hensive projects’ expertise:

-
ria requirements for expert examination - a 
necessary amount of knowledge, skills and 

organize training of experts - estimation, 
audits, crisis management studies and give 

and methodology for the organization of 

-

-

on what grounds they can be considered ex-

termination of an expert or expert organiza-
tion activities.

-
mentation of expertise and project man-
agement in public authorities and local 
self-government bodies.

legal mechanism of complex expertise and 
project management at the regional level 
using project management information sys-
tems.

Summary
State projects’ expertise – is a complex 

and multifaceted process in which many 
methods, standards and criteria for pro-
ject management, types and directions of 
projects’ expertise are used. State manage-
ment of investment projects is that the state 
at the macroeconomic and regional level 
forecasts, plans, organizes, promotes and 
regulates investment activities of objects 
through the implementation of investment 

comprehensive state expertise of invest-
ment projects in the public sphere every 
year becomes more urgent for both the state 
in general and in within implementation of 
regional projects and programs.

Methodical approaches began to be de-
veloped and governed by model laws and 
regulatory acts that have been adopted by 
the CIS countries, and should take into 
account international standards of project 
management and foreign experience of state 
expertise of projects in the public sphere.

Improvement of methodical approaches 

expertise of investment projects in build-
-

cal expertise of innovation projects and 
budget projects’ expertise implemented 
under the state guarantees. The urgency of 
these problems is explained by the necessi-
ty of improving the organizational and legal 
mechanism for a comprehensive expertise 
of projects, the creation of regional centers 
of expertise and project management, look-
ing for new forms, approaches and methods 

projects in the public sector.
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DIGITALIZATION OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION SYSTEMS 
AS A RELEVANT COMPONENT OF THE INFORMATION SOCIETY ERA

Introduction
The modern world is rapidly entering the 

by information management. Leading 
countries of the world are actively translat-
ing their public administration systems on a 
digital basis and consider digitalization as 
a driver of new paradigms and concepts of 
public governance and a priority national 

-
mation is the essence of the changes taking 
place in the development of society. It has 
covered all countries, all spheres of social 
and human life, has become a task and di-
rection of social and economic progress. 
This process, this phenomenon today has a 
number of names - digitalization, digitali-

(Germany), Society 5.0. (Japan). These and 
-

In the new digital world, a new under-
standing of the essence of public govern-
ance processes is emerging, which is based 
not on bureaucratic administration or even a 

-
istration as a digital technological platform 
for networking and interaction. institutions 
and citizens and civil society organizations. 
According to researchers at the Russian 
Academy of National Economy and State 

-

-
ited in the perception of a large number of 
indicators and is able to process thousands 

solutions. The Internet of Things allows 
you to collect data and automatically adjust 

actions. Distributed registry technologies 
eliminate the possibility of distorting data 

Digitalization as a process of globaliza-
tion brings states both new opportunities 

-
lization, and new threats to national sover-
eignty in national security. Thus, the study 
of the genesis, conceptual foundations and 
basic aspects of digitalization is relevant 

of view, and managerial and applied, the 
need for which is urgent for both govern-
ment agencies and society as a whole.

Analysis of recent research and pub-
lications. 

Digitalization, as a dominant trend in 
the global information space, is the subject 
of research by many foreign and domestic 
researchers. In particular, it is necessary to 
single out such scientists and experts as M. 
Burhard [12], P. Dunleavy, H. Margetts, S. 
Bastow and J. Tinkler [13], T. Byrkovych, 
V. Byrkovych and O. Kabanets [1], O. 
Konyukova and S. Letunov [3], V. Kuy-

Lopushinsky [5], I. Pechenkin [6], G. and 
M. Razumei [7], O. Bukhtatiy, O. Radchen-
ko and G. Golovchenko [8], E. Kholodnaya 
[9], E. Dobrolyubova, V. Yuzhakov, A. 
Efremov [11], S. Kvitka, N. Novichenko 
and N. Gusarevich [2 ] etc. 

These researchers consider from the au-
thor’s point of view various aspects of the 
transformation of public administration sys-
tems in the context of digitalization, the role 
of digital technologies in the development 
of public administration, transition to new 

-

work, the red thread is the belief that in to-
-
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digital transformation should be systemat-
ically improved, as digitalization should be 
the main tool to achieve Ukraine’s strategic 
goal - economic growth, welfare, comfort 
and quality of life. population of Ukraine at 

At the same time, the rapid development 
of information and communication tech-
nologies and the emergence of new and 
new digital tools, platforms and software 
requires scientists to search for new con-
ceptual foundations and innovative aspects 
of digitalization (digitalization) of public 
administration, which is the purpose of this 
publication.

Presentation of the main material of 
the study. 

The new digital age in the context of 
the science of public administration is 
leading to a radical transformation of tra-
ditional systems of public administration, 

transforming public into public adminis-
tration through administration and prohi-

scientists and practitioners. The possibility 
of democratic dialogue between the gov-
ernment and the citizen, strengthening the 
possibilities of public control through ap-
peals against decisions and management 
services of public authorities should be a 
recipe for further change. It is necessary 
to change the very structure and algorithm 

Professor I. Lopushinsky shares this view: 

of Ukraine are the basis for its reform and 
a potential example for the whole country 

world. The synergetic potential of social, 

-
mational changes in public administration 
and in general, ie make the public sector 

[5].
It is worth noting that historically, the 

-

This process has been going on directly 
for the last 30-50 years, although scientists 
have its origins in the depths of the ages. 

Thus, O. Bukhtatiy, O. Radchenko and G. 

-
-

kind’s mastery of this powerful tool of 
virtualization, description and abstract un-
derstanding of the environment became in 

starting point of our next absolute domina-
tion of the planet. And from the very begin-
ning of the emergence of language, framed 
in words and sentences of knowledge - in-
formation as such - have been one of the 

the German researcher Martin Burkhardt 
-

on the instantaneous transmission of elec-
tricity to the Leiden Bank at a distance of 
600 meters [12, c. 9–12].

-

Dunleavy, H. Margetts, S. Bastow and J. 
Tinkler as a transition from New Public 

-

integrity that underpins the reorganization 
of management to meet the needs of all 
client groups) and digitalization (using the 
potential of digital storage and digital com-
munications to transform management) [13, 
c. 6].

This transition over the last thirty years 
has taken place in three main stages.

-
tion and in essence is the introduction of 
state structures in the process of translating 
business information from analog to digi-
tal format. In Ukraine, this stage is mostly 
referred to as the stage of informatization, 
during which information and information 
and communication technologies began 
to be widely used in public administration 
structures, primarily for operational actions 
to search, select, obtain, accumulate neces-
sary information, register, store, process, 
transformation, destruction, renewal, trans-
fer, replication, distribution, etc.

The second stage is referred to as digital-
ization, in essence, it determines the large-
scale introduction of digital data and tools 
in the current activities of public authorities, 
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primarily in the circulation of documents. 
This is the stage of creation and function-

ing of a fundamentally new tool of public 

of e-government, which is becoming digi-

of government work with citizens, busi-
nesses and other institutions and reduce the 

began to implement elements of e-govern-
ment in 2003 through the e-government 
information system and a number of regula-
tions that have not been fully implemented. 

steps have been taken. was carried out, as 
in 2010, after the adoption of the Concept 
of e-Government in Ukraine, despite the 
existence of certain specialized bodies - the 
National Center for e-Government Support 
and later the State Agency for e-Govern-

The third stage in European sources is 
-

cal continuation of the evolution of informa-
tion and communication technologies based 
only on digital (discrete) signals, which 
creates ample opportunities to develop and 

digital governance. This stage symbolizes 
the transition from the modern model of 
New Public Management to Digital Era 

change the content of public administration, 
including certain procedures, stages of the 
management cycle, public functions, their 
composition and types, and such a change 

-
ciency of public authorities and administra-

-
tion for state intervention, while reducing 

c. 78]. 
In Europe, Denmark, the United King-

dom and Estonia are recognized as lead-
ers in the transition to full digitalization of 
public administration systems. Thus, since 

in the digitalization of public authorities. 
And since 2015, the interaction of citizens 
and businesses with government agencies is 
carried out only through the Internet. Coun-
try-level authorities and municipalities are 
connected in a single network, which allows 

you to interact with all departments through 
a single personal account. Every public au-
thority or civil servant can be accessed on-

c. 195].
Another leader in the implementation of 

-
dom, which in 2017 introduced a new strat-
egy for digital technology (Digital Strategy) 

-
-

ment Transformation Strategy, there are 5 
main goals of its implementation (achieve-
ments):

1) providing world-class digital servic-
es and transforming government practices, 

2) development of high skills in the use 
of ICT and improvement of Internet culture 

3) creation of new digital tools and sim-
-
-

ensure transparency, but also to ensure the 
transformation of the public and private 

5) creation, functioning, iteration and 

(bases) of digital governance and use of 
multiple opportunities for business to ac-
celerate transformation on the basis of com-
mon open standards, templates [15].

The experience of such a post-Soviet 
country as Estonia is noteworthy, where 
today more than 90% of administrative ser-
vices in the public sector are provided to 
citizens automatically on digital platforms.

It should be noted that Ukraine is only at 
the initial stage of the third stage, or rather 
– at the stage of its proclamation, but not 
the transition. Thus, in 2016, the program 

-
veloped, which was adapted to the Digital 
Agenda of the European Union, and which 
provided for the transition to digitalization 
of public administration and the economy. 
The mission of this program was proclaimed 

-
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mines the essence of transformation in the 
country – for a better life, work, creativity, 

of the program tasks remain unrealized (ex-
cept for the development and deployment of 

Digital transformation of public adminis-

optimization of certain processes of public 
functions, including the provision of public 
services, implementation and use of certain 
modern ICT in the interests of public au-
thorities. Digital transformation is designed 
to qualitatively change the content of pub-
lic administration including its individu-
al procedures, stages of the management 
cycle, public functions, their composition 
and types, and such a change should lead to 
improved quality of public administration: 

-
tervention (and reducing the role of the state 

It is believed that digital transformation 
-

ment (by analogy with the latest concepts 
of Smart Home and Smart City) will trans-
late the vast majority of public and public 
services into a purely digital format, which 
will completely exclude the participation 
of civil servants at this stage at any stage, 

-
cess of obtaining any administrative service 
by a citizen. The very philosophy of public 

administration will change, the departure 
from administration and widespread use of 

-
lic authorities and citizens, evolving from 
informatization to digitalization of public 
administration and local government, while 
the concept of e-government is positioned 
as an intermediate stage of modern manage-

-
ance is a process of digital transformation in 
the public sphere (in the context of radical 
transformation of public authorities), which 
will lead to an abrupt transition to digital 
governance through digital technologies 

-
telligence, standard management decisions, 
blockchain, smart, portal, cloud, network 

he world-famous American analytical 
company Gartner, which specializes in 
information technology market research, 

-
teresting periodization of the processes of 
digitalization of public administration sys-
tems. According to the analytical calcula-
tions of the company’s specialists, the dig-
ital transformation of public administration 
systems - public administration will take 

transformation of four key parameters of 
governance will take place (See Table. 1.).

Table 1
Stages of digital transformation of public administration systems - public 

Stage

E-Government
government government government governance”

Development Management

parameters:

Priority 
aspects

Compliance, Transparency 
and openness value

Complete System 
resilience

The main 
channel for 

providing public 
services

Public services 
portal

Public Non-
governmental 

channels

Use of various 
networks and 

channels

Automation 
replaces 

platforms and 
portals

Basic 
technologies

Service-
oriented 

architecture

Open data, 
open public 

services

Opening all 
data, moving to 

managing

the Internet of 
Things as data

Smart machines 
(robotics)

Performance 
indicators

Share of 
services 

provided online

Share of open 
data in total 

data

Number 
of services 

provided on the 
basis

Share of data 
obtained on 
the basis of 

inter-machine 

Degree of 
reduction 

of the number 
of provided 

services
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Researchers identify 3 main areas of dig-
italization in public administration:

-
istration) - digitalization directly of public 
administration and local government in 
terms of optimizing their procedural activ-
ities, record keeping, interaction with other 
structures and institutions of public admin-
istration. This allows you to automate a sig-

time and the amount of excessive processes 
of current administrative activities of civil 
servants, improve the quality of their work.

-
cy) - digitalization of interaction of public 
authorities with public organizations and 
citizens, expansion of administrative ser-
vices provided online without the interven-

of online tools for participation of citizens 
and their organizations in direct public ad-
ministration processes, in particular, vari-
ous forms of online democracy. This allows 

citizens receiving administrative services, 
establish close feedback with local commu-
nities, consult with them on key issues of 
local development, involve citizens in joint 
action, which cumulatively increases the le-
gitimacy of public authorities.

-
tion) - digitalization of interaction between 
public administration and business on the 

of various licensing procedures with the ex-
clusion from their presence of government 

-
tential corruption. This is intended to pro-
vide new incentives for the development 
of market relations and the revival of the 
national market. Therefore, in the context 

economies, when citizens become de fac-
to users of technology, government agen-
cies must make strategic investments in 
ICT, otherwise they will not be ready for 
new models of interaction and service The 
slow, protracted adoption of technological 

puts public institutions at risk, their costs 

become more and more unresponsive to the 

In general, as noted by O. Konyukova 

stages of the management cycle will be pro-
vided with relevant and reliable information 
needed to make management decisions that 

these decisions will be made on the basis 
of The use of new technologies will also 
increase the availability of information, so 
the digitalization of public administration is 

All this highlights the need to acceler-
ate the process of digitalization and digital 
transformation of Ukraine’s public admin-
istration system, development and adoption 
of relevant state strategies and necessary 
legislation, as the only such document in 

of its provisions and remained unfeasible.
A new state Digital Transformation Strat-

egy is needed. In this strategy, according to 
the team of authors of the Dnipropetrovsk 
Regional Institute of Public Administration 
of the National Academy of Public Admin-
istration under the President of Ukraine, it 
is necessary to provide a set of tasks and 
measures to digitize public administration 
with a focus on their performance, in par-
ticular:

– transition from the responsibility of 
agencies for the preparation and submis-
sion of reports on the results achieved to 
their responsibility for posting data on the 
results achieved, which are formed mainly 
automatically on a single platform, and de-

the purposes of economic policy making, 
-

budget expenditures and the implementa-
tion of other government functions, taking 
into account the proposals of business as-

– expansion of methods for assessing 
-

cies: the transition from binary evaluation 

of predictive analytics, sample controlled 
inspections, other analytical methods based 
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– the use of digitalization as a tool for 
optimizing budget expenditures: the intro-
duction of the practice of calculating trans-
action costs and estimating their reduction 

Conclusions.
The transition of mankind to the era of 

information society is rapid and irreversible, 

above all, public and public administration, 
where digitalization will take place at an ac-
celerated pace and become a major tool for 
state functions and administrative services. 
Public administration of the new era will 
have a networked automated nature, which 
will eliminate corruption and subjectivity in 
public administration decision-making pro-

cesses, improve the quality of public servic-
es provided to citizens, minimize the cost 
of maintaining civil servants and generally 

authority.
Under such conditions, Ukraine, which 

is currently out of the mainstream of global 
digitalization of public administration sys-
tems, must urgently catch up and reduce the 

countries, for which it is necessary to adopt 
strategic legislation (concept, strategy, 
roadmap, Digital agenda of Ukraine, etc.) to 
develop appropriate public policy and carry 
out a full-scale digital transformation in the 
practice of public administration.   
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STATUS OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ASSOCIATION AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN UKRAINE AND THE EUROPEAN UNION IN THE FIELD 

OF YOUTH POLICY IN UKRAINE

Introduction

Implementation of the Association 
Agreement between Ukraine and the Eu-

requires the creation of a new system for 
implementing such a policy through the 
introduction and adaptation of youth poli-
cy indicators adopted in the EU. Research 
on youth is a major tool for youth policy 
support, knowledge gained from scholars 
should help develop a well-founded poli-

needs, the search for tools for problem solv-
-

ness are mechanisms used in the process of 
policy formation at all levels.

Analysis of recent research and publi-
cations. The Ukrainian scientists Y. Boro-
din, O. Radchenko, G. Koval contributed 

youth policy in Ukraine. The youth policy 
as a whole and aspects of such policies in 
the EU countries have often been the sub-
ject of research by scientists and scholars, 
among which one should mention: L. Kri-
vachuk, I. Parubchak, R. Starozhuk, S. Tol-
stoukhov, etc., but the system existing today 
the implementation of youth policy does not 

program implementation, and therefore in 
the context of the implementation of the As-
sociation Agreement between Ukraine and 

policy urgent need is the development of 
National Indicators youth policy based on 
theoretical and methodological principles 
for assessing the quality of youth policy in 
the countries of the European Union.

The purpose of the article. To highlight 
the main problems of improving the system 
of youth policy in Ukraine in order to adapt 

its vectors and to formulate indicators of 
implementation to the standards of the EU 
youth policy.

General description
The Association Agreement between 

Ukraine and the European Union, which 
provides for the creation of a political and 
economic association between the two par-

government approved the Order «On Im-
plementation of the Association Agree-
ment between Ukraine, on the one hand 
the parties, the European Union, the Euro-
pean Atomic Energy Community and their 
member countries, on the other hand. « The 

for education and youth policies based on a 
multidisciplinary approach [6].

 In spite of this, Ukraine’s cooperation 

has a rather long history, for example, the 
association «National Youth Association - 
Ukrainian Youth Forum», created in 1995, 
is a member of the European Youth Forum 
[3]. According to an analytical review of the 
Council of Europe from 2013 on youth pol-
icy, the Ukrainian Youth Forum includes 16 
All-Ukrainian children’s and youth organi-
zations. In turn, not only promote a healthy 
lifestyle among children and young people, 
but also contribute to the socialization of 
children and young people in society, as 
well as help in the implementation of the lat-
est technologies, innovations, development 
of youth entrepreneurship, preservation of 
ecology and democratic development of the 
state. In addition, the structural unit of the 
organization «European Youth Parliament - 
Ukraine», which is one of the most dynamic 
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youth organizations in Europe, is represent-
ed in 39 countries of Europe. In Ukraine, 
this organization is actively organizing na-
tional and regional conferences, training 
and seminars on youth issues, and selects 
delegates representing Ukraine at interna-
tional and regional events of the European 
Youth Parliament [2].

 The Ministry of Youth and Sports of 
Ukraine is responsible for the formation and 
coordination of youth policy, as well as the 
promotion of healthy lifestyle and sports. 
Thus, the Ministry is responsible for the 
harmonization of legislation on youth and 
sports with EU standards. In accordance 
with the Decree of the Cabinet of Ministers 

-
sociation Agreement between Ukraine, on 
the one hand, and the European Union, the 
European Atomic Energy Community and 
their Member States, on the other hand» 
there should be a mandatory review of 
youth law and policy. Therefore, the analy-

in the process of harmonizing national leg-
islation and policies with EU standards [6].

Youth and Sports of Ukraine annually, by its 
order, approves the «Action Plan for the Im-
plementation of the Association Agreement 
between the EU and Ukraine», these activ-
ities are developed on the basis of youth 
policy documents, policies and strategies 
adopted in Ukraine and in the EU with the 
help of Framework Cooperation Program 

signed by the Youth Council of the Coun-
cil of Europe and the Ministry of Youth and 
Sport of the Russian Federation of Septem-

the Participation of Youth in Local and Re-
gional Life [7].

 The revised European Charter on the 
Participation of Youth in Local and Re-
gional Life adopted in 1992 (new editions 
adopted in 2003 and 2008) provides com-
prehensive management of key components 
of youth participation. Already in the pre-
amble to the Charter, the active participa-
tion of young people in decision-making 
and activities at the local and regional level 

is important if the goal is to build a more 
democratic, solidarity and prosperous soci-
ety. Participation in the democratic life of 
any community is not limited to voting or 
nominating elections, although this is very 
important. Participation in society and ac-
tive civic stance presuppose the availability 
of rights, means, space and opportunities, 
and, where necessary, support for participa-
tion in the decision-making process and the 
impact on this process, as well as participa-
tion in any form of activity for the purpose 
of building a better society [1].

– education and training programs in 
schools that encourage young people to 

– 
– informing young people about the right 

to access information and their rights to par-

– promoting the involvement of young 
people through information and communi-

– promoting the participation of young 

– assistance to youth organizations and 
youth participation in NGOs and political 

– institutionalizing the participation of 

(for example, through youth councils, par-
liaments and forums).

 So, local and regional authorities in the 
EU that are closest to a young person are 
called to play a very important role in at-
tracting young people. At the same time, 
local and regional authorities should ensure 
that young people not only hear and learn 
about democracy and civil society, but also 
have the opportunity to apply this knowl-
edge in practice. However, the participation 
of young people in the life of society is not 
limited only to the formation of active citi-
zens or the building of democracy in the fu-
ture. In order for participation in the life of 
society really made sense to young people, 
it is extremely important, so that they can 

age, and not only at a later stage in their 
lives. Thus, by supporting and stimulating 
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the participation of young people in public 
life at the local and regional level should 
become part of the overall policy of involv-

regard, local and regional authorities must 
comply with the provisions of the Charter 
and ensure in practice the various forms 
of participation that will be determined by 
agreement and in conjunction with young 

-
ciples enshrined in the Charter and the 
various forms of participation apply to all 
young people without discrimination. The 

policy at the local and regional level, which 
should be actively involved in youth.

 This policy is about:

– supporting youth employment and 

– urban and living environments, hous-

– education and training that promotes 

– sustainable development and environ-

– access to rights and law.
 In addition, the Charter draws attention 

to the fact that in order to support the par-
ticipation of young people, certain struc-
tures should be created, which should be 
supported, such as youth parliaments, youth 
councils, youth forums, etc. They may have 

young people and the interest of the author-
ities. In all these structures, an equally pos-
itive result can be achieved, provided that 
young people are treated with respect and 
as equal. It is extremely important for these 

depending on the needs and perceptions of 
young people involved in their activities. 
All structures should include representa-

s 

the participation of young people in public 
life, local and regional authorities promote 
the social integration of young people, help-
ing them to overcome not only the problems 

the challenges of a modern society, which 
is often dominated by impersonality and 
individualism. However, in order for youth 
participation in public life at the local and 
regional level to be successful, constant and 
meaningful, more than the development or 
reorganization of political or administra-
tive systems is needed. Any policy or ac-
tion called to increase the participation of 
young people in the life of society, should 
provide a cultural environment that respects 
the youth and takes into account the diverse 
needs, circumstances and aspirations of 
young people. Also, the Charter deals with 
how to support the participation of young 
people. It is emphasized that in order to 
achieve real participation of young people 
it is necessary to provide a young people 
with a certain set of tools. It involves the 
development of a system of training young 
people on issues of participation in society, 
constant informing them, providing them 
with means of communication, supporting 
their life plans and recognizing the right and 
attention to the readiness of young people to 
devote themselves to the service of society 
and unpaid labor.

 Attention is drawn to the fact that par-
ticipation can only be considered as fully 
valid if the role of young people in political 
parties, trade unions and associations is rec-

are made to support youth associations cre-
ated with participation and by themselves. 
young people After all, youth organiza-
tions created and managed by young peo-
ple themselves are an ideal opportunity for 
young people to gain knowledge and expe-
rience in participating in public life. In these 
groups, young people have a real opportuni-
ty to express their opinions when deciding 
what they want to do, and this will allow 
them to take full responsibility for their own 

opportunity, if desired, to join a youth group 
or create a new one.

 The Charter stipulates the basic princi-
ples on which youth work should be based: 
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-
sure that young people have a real oppor-
tunity to express their views in making de-

their interests, these structures should be 
permanent, rather than gathered only from 
time to time.

 In order for these structures to work 
-

provides the opportunity to use material and 
technical means. It should be emphasized 
that, before the beginning of the new cen-
tury, certain progress was made in the de-
velopment of European youth policy. How-

their consequences have led to the adoption 
by the European Commission in 2009 of the 
new Youth Policy Strategy «Youth - Invest-

recognizes that young people are the most 
vulnerable in society, especially in times of 

European ageing society, this category of 
people is the most important resource. The 
new strategy emphasizes the importance of 

areas for improving the youth policy im-
plementation in the European Union, par-
ticularly in crisis conditions. The strategy 
is cross-sectoral, with both short-term and 
long-term measures addressing key policy 

education, employment, creativity and en-
trepreneurship, social inclusion, health and 
sports, community participation and volun-
teering. The new strategy emphasizes the 

EU level.
 The strategy is based on a two-way ap-

proach:
– on the one hand, investing in young 

people - an increase in the amount of re-
sources provided for the development of 
industries that have a daily impact on young 

– on the other hand, the empowerment of 
young people - the development and use of 
the potential of young people for the renew-
al of society, the realization of European 
goals and values.

But it aims to:
– creation of wider opportunities for 

– full participation of all young people in 

– development of solidarity between 
youth and society.

So, the last two goals of the three goals 

priority of the youth participation develop-
ment. A key approach is to empower young 
people with the rights and opportunities to 
address the many challenges they face in 
today’s globalized world. The new strategy 
is a timely response to these challenges and 
opens the door to a new era in the youth pol-
icy development at the EU level. The strate-

-
ticipation for the next three years. The goal 
is to ensure the full participation of young 
people in society through the involvement 
of young people in community life at the 

-
sentative democracy, support for youth or-
ganizations and other forms of participation 
learning, encouraging the participation of 
unorganized youth and ensuring the quality 
of information services.

The actions of the EU Member States 
and the European Commission for Youth 
Participation are also planned:

– development of quality standards for 
youth participation, information and coun-

-
port of youth organizations, national and 

– promotion of «e-participation» with a 
view to wider involvement of unorganized 

– further development of opportunities 
for dialogue between European, national in-

Thus, it should be emphasized that youth 
policy in most European countries is aimed 
at helping young people enter the labor 
market and promotion of development their 
civic activity. In the process of youth poli-
cy implementing, some countries pay more 
attention to preventing social problems that 

are not focused on problems, but are guid-
ed by providing wider opportunities for 
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young people. An opportunity-based ap-
proach seeks to create a universal policy 
based on the concept that young people 
are a resource. On the contrary, youth poli-
cy targeted at target groups is based on the 
principle that young people are a problem 
or a potential problem. The main task of the 
European youth policy is to create condi-
tions for a positive transition from youth to 
adult life, which is characterized, above all, 
by independence and responsibility. This 
means that youth policy should be guided 
by support for the independence and initia-

-
ly, of opportunities for young people, and 
secondly, for the formation of resources and 
motivation to use these opportunities.

Thus, the promising direction of the 
transformation of legislation that regulates 
educational youth projects in accordance 
with the current demands of the commu-
nity was the participation of Ukrainian 
youth in two accessible areas of the EU 
program «Youth in Action» for 2007-2013: 
exchanges, trainings, seminars and the Eu-
ropean volunteer service, realization of the 
above-mentioned order of the Cabinet of 
Ministers of Ukraine dated September 17, 

-
ing Ukraine’s participation in the EU pro-
gram Erasmus +, which will operate for the 
period until 2020, as well as the introduc-
tion of a new Ukraine Education Law, dated 
September 5, 2017, in the context of intro-
ducing options for non-formal education of 

7]
The objectives of the Erasmus + Youth 

Program include:
– improving the level of key competenc-

es for young people, including those with 

– promoting participation in democratic 
life in Europe and in the labor market, ac-
tive citizenship, intercultural dialogue, so-

– stimulating qualitative improvements 

– complementing reforms at the local, 
regional and national levels, supporting the 
development of knowledge-based and evi-

recognizing informal and non-formal edu-
cation.

It should also be noted that in the frame-
work of the «Youth in Action» program in 
2012, a new initiative of the EU «Youth 
Window of the Eastern Partnership» was 
launched, which provides support to the 
Eastern Partnership countries in encour-
aging active participation of young people 
in society and the economy. This initiative 
provided the opportunity to attract addition-
al funding to support more youth projects 
and participants from six Eastern Partner-
ship countries. The Eastern Partnership 

-
rect funding of youth NGO projects within 
the Erasmus + program, involving organ-
izations and participants from Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova and 
Ukraine.

Such projects are funded within the 
framework of a key activity, namely, the 
development of youth potential in the 
Erasmus + program: Youth potential de-
velopment projects have broad objectives, 
including the improvement of leadership, 
management, innovation capacity and inter-
nationalization of youth organizations in the 
Partner countries of the Program, as well as 
promoting new forms of learning and new 
approaches to work with youth.

Activities supported by capacity develop-
ment projects include a dialogue on reform, 
cooperation, networking of useful contacts 
and contacts, conferences, seminars, meet-
ings, large youth events, awareness-raising 
campaigns, development of methods, tools 
and materials for work with youth as well 
as youth work programs, training programs 
and documentation tools, the creation of 
new forms of work with youth, training 
and support, and mobility activities ( Youth 
Exchange Programs, European Volunteer-
ing Service and Mobility of Young Work-
ers between Program Members and Partner 
Countries Compliant Programs) [8].

Therefore, the main principles of state 
youth policy in modern Ukraine, as well as 
in other similar states, should be:

a) development and provision of basic 
political, economic legal guarantees for 
the implementation of their rights and free-
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 b) creation of favorable conditions for 
realization of potential opportunities of 
youth in work at the expense of own activ-

c) providing young people with social 
guarantees regarding the acquisition of ed-
ucation, a particular profession, the devel-
opment of autonomy, activity and entrepre-

d) development of youth initiative, youth 
movement, increase of participation of 
young people in public and political life.

The proposed principles, in the end, pro-
vide an opportunity to create the conditions 
for the youth themselves to be an active 
subject of state youth policy. It is therefore 
natural that the Law of Ukraine «On the 
Promotion of the Social Formation and De-
velopment of Youth in Ukraine» (Article 2) 
states that the most important principle of 
social formation and development of young 
people is «the direct participation of young 
people in the formation and implementation 
of policies and programs concerning socie-
ty» in general and young people in particu-
lar «[5]. And further (Article 2, item 5) stat-
ed the principle of «State responsibility for 
creating conditions for self-development 

that in many countries, especially Europe-
an, the state youth policy is being developed 

on the basis of the principles and principles 
described and is practically implemented 
today.

Summary 
Consequently, in Ukraine today, there 

are wider opportunities for involving young 
people in public life, their active participa-
tion in economic, social, political and social 
processes. At the same time, both the youth 
and other branches of the regulatory - legal 
sphere are directed. However, this is only 
one of the components of the process of 

active involvement of young people in pub-
lic life, which requires the reinforcement of 

-
al, and informational resources from public 
authorities and civil society institutions.

Taking into account the aforementioned 

youth policy of Ukraine, there are currently:
– realization of the state program of 

– realization of the program of develop-
ment of physical culture and sports of youth 

– laboration of the draft Law of Ukraine 
«On Youth ...» as the basis for the future of 
the Youth Code of Ukraine and its imple-
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Introduction
-

cent decades shows that the nature of armed 

They are based on information technologies 
that involve manipulation of the protest po-
tential of the population in combination with 
military measures of a precautionary nature 
in the form of military assistance to ex-
tremist and terrorist organizations, causing 
damage in the form of man-made disasters 

-
tions, the role of preparing and conducting 
territorial defense as the most important el-
ement in protecting the sovereignty of the 
growing state. During Russia’s aggression 
in eastern Ukraine, in order to create a re-
liable system of territorial defense (TD) in 
Ukraine and the proper organization of na-
tional resistance, it is necessary to know the 
features of these structures in neighboring 
countries that could potentially pose a threat 
to Ukraine’s national security and territorial 
integrity. We consider it necessary to focus 
on the legal features of the activity of his 
military institution of society.

Analysis of recent publications and re-
search. Considering the importance of the 
topic of formation of the system of territo-

in Ukraine is quite relevant and is demand-
ed by the Ukrainian Defense Ministry, the 

society.

Savka, V. Badrak, L. Bobrytsky, P. Vorona, 
A. Semenchenko, G. Sytnyk, S. Krivonos, 
S. Ovcharenko, S. Yanyuk and others are 
devoted to this topic. In the development of 
the mechanisms of state management there 
is an emphasis in research on the concept of 

-
ers of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine 

-

ses of defense organization in 

planning system (F. Saganyuk, V. Sokuren-

places and roles in the national security sys-

of formation and development of TD (L. 

citizens and the UBD NGO in the defense 
of their territory and state (B. Levyk, M. 

sector reform (L. Bobrytsky, V. Vdovenko, 
I. Savka).

Scholars P. Vorona and I. Savka draw at-
tention to the role of civilian control over 
the power structures of the state as a factor 
of national security in the country, which 

territorial defense system, including NGO 
UBD [2-3].  

Researcher S. Yanyuk notes the impor-
tance of the application of mechanisms of 
state regulation of territorial defense by for-
eign countries in the activities of subjects of 
state regulation, which provides the possi-
bility of their improvement and increasing 
the defense capacity of Ukraine [6].

Valentyn Badrak , director of the Center 
for Army Research, Conversion and Disar-
mament Studies, points out the need for fur-
ther legislative ordering and formalization 
of the development of military technical 
cooperation. He noted: «This issue is not 
only right, but also has a vital importance 
for the future of Ukraine. In particular, the 
strong Ukrainian national opposition is the 
most annoying for the Putin Kremlin and 
prevents it from launching a large-scale at-

-
cation of all Ukrainians around the struggle 
against Russian domination can form the 
grain of a true national idea»[1].  
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Military Security Strategy (which needs 
to be updated) requires the implementation 
of a system of all-round defense to be adopt-
ed by the Ukrainian parliament, the draft 
law «On the Basics of Territorial Defense», 
which would envisage active development 
of the territorial defense system based on 
the principles of deterrence, resistance and 
mutual cooperation, which would ensure 
military security, sovereignty and territorial 
integrity of the state in accordance with the 
Constitution of Ukraine and within the state 
cordon of Ukraine. Moreover, the construc-
tion of a new TD system should contribute 
Ukraine’s integration into the Euro-Atlantic 
security space and NATO membership as 
much as possible, and should envisage ac-
tive participation in international operations 
to maintain peace and security in every re-
gion of the world. And the Law on military 

and organizational principles of national 
resistance, the principles of its preparation 
and conduct, the main tasks and powers of 
the security forces and defense forces. But 

creation of an appropriate legal and regula-
-

The aim of the article is to investi-
gate the legal basis of territorial defense 
of foreign countries to use their experience 
in building their own model of TD and 
in building a strategy of state defense of 
Ukraine.

Presentation of the main material . 
The research of the world experience in the 
development of the defense sphere (TD), 
especially in countries whose foreign pol-
icy threatens the existence of the Ukrainian 
state is very important for national security 
and instructive in the perspective of pre-
ventive measures. According to the current 
legislation of the Russian Federation, «terri-
torial defense» - a set of military and nation-
al defense measures organized and carried 
out to protect the population, facilities and 
communications in the territory of Russia 
from enemy action, sabotage and terrorism, 

creating favorable conditions for sustaina-
ble operation bodies of state and military 
administration, as well as the establishment 
and maintenance of states of emergency and 
martial law [3].

The training of the military command 
is carried out in advance and systematical-
ly in manner during peacetime. The over-
all leadership of the country’s preparation 
for combat operations is carried out by the 
Government of the Russian Federation. The 
direct organizer of the training is the Gen-

develops the training directive, coordinates 
it with the Ministries and Departments of 
the Russian Federation Government and 
controls its implementation. The main or-
ganizer of the TD in the RF Armed Forces 

headquarters of military districts plan and 
carry out TD within the limits established 
by them. The bodies of executive power 
of subjects of the Russian Federation and 
bodies of local self-government take part 
in planning and provide performance of ac-
tions concerning TD .

According to the legislation of the Rus-
sian Federation, military and civil actions 
carried out to protect the population are a 
part of the military and general state ac-
tions, objects and communications on the 
territory of the Russian Federation against 
enemy actions and their acts of terrorism 
and sabotage, as well as for implementing 
and maintaining emergency and military 
posture. The main tasks of Russia’s military 
forces include: 

– reliable protection and defense of mil-
itary, important state and special facilities 

– protection of life support facilities and 
facilities that pose an increased danger to 
human life and health and to the environ-

– prevention and cessation of sabotage 

and reconnaissance groups, terrorist forces 

– participation in ensuring the state of 
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The general tasks of the organization of 
TD are determined by the President of the 
Russian Federation. Public authorities and 
management of RF subjects in cooperation 
with military management bodies ensure 
the implementation of laws and other regu-
lations of the Russian Federation relating to 
TD, determine economic and communica-
tion facilities to be protected, take measures 

ensure law and order in the territories in the 
areas declared martial law.

The direct organization of the TD is en-
trusted to the military district. The com-
mander of the TD of the military district 
decides on the organization of the TD and is 
responsible for its condition. He determines 
together with the command of the associa-
tion (connection) of the types of the Armed 
Forces of the Russian Federation a list of 

with the Plenipotentiary Representative of 
the President of the Russian Federation in 
the federal district, the command of the re-
gional department of border TD, districts 
of internal TD, the regional center of the 
Ministry of Emergencies, the command of 
the railway TD corps (corps) composition 
of forces, means of management, support 
and other issues organizes the interaction of 

plans of military zones included in the mil-

of conducting TD. TD zones are created 
in each military district, the boundaries of 
which are combined, as a rule, with the 
boundaries of the respective regions, ter-
ritories and republics. The head of the TD 
zone is usually the military commissar of 
the republic, region, or oblast. TD planning 
is carried out in full at the headquarters of 
the military district and in the TD zone [6].

TD is carried out on a territorial-zonal 
basis. TD zones are being set up in each 
military district . The TD zone is an inte-
gral part of the territory of the military dis-
trict, within which the TD is prepared and 
conducted . The division of the military 
district into TD zones is due to the need to 

tasks of TD : protection and defense of im-
portant military, state, economic facilities 

terrorist forces and enemy landings with-

maintaining special legal regimes - wartime 
or state of emergency within the TD zone. 
The borders of the TD zones, as a rule, co-
incide with the boundaries of the adminis-
trative-territorial division of the Russian 
Federation. In the area of TD , areas of TD 
are established , which include one or more 
administrative districts, large administra-
tive centers (settlements).

Forces and means for solving the tasks 
of the TD are allocated, if necessary, from 
units, military units of the 17th and insti-
tutions of the RF Armed Forces, the Rus-
sian FSB, the Russian Ministry of Internal 

agencies with armed formations. Full-time 

of strategic missile forces (RVSP) are in-
volved in solving TD tasks only within the 
positional areas of missile divisions and in 
areas of deployment of important objects 
(control points, ranges, arsenals RVSP) [5].

The general management of the prepa-
ration and implementation of TD measures 
within the zone is carried out by the head 
of the military zone (usually the military 
commissar of the region), who is appointed 
by order of the commander of the military 
district. Management of the allocated forces 
and funds in the implementation of cover, 
strengthening the protection and defense of 
positional areas (objects) of the RVSP is en-
trusted to the relevant commander and his 

According to the Federal Law (FZ) of 

(as amended) in Section V «State of War. 
Martial law. Mobilization. Civil defense. 
Territorial Defense (Articles 18-22)» is 
Art. 22 is devoted to territorial defense. It 
states that «territorial defense - a system of 
measures taken during martial law to pro-
tect and defend military, important state and 
special facilities that ensure the livelihood 
of the population, the functioning of trans-
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port, communications and communications, 
energy facilities, facilities that pose an in-
creased threat to human life and health and 

-
tage and reconnaissance groups of foreign 
countries and illegal armed groups, to iden-
tify, prevent, stop, minimize and (or) elimi-
nate the consequences of their sabotage, in-
telligence and terrorist activities in order to 
create favorable conditions for the facilities 
and use of the Armed Forces of the Russian 
Federation, other TD, military formations, 
bodies and special forces created for war-

Emphasis was placed on the fact that 
territorial defense is conducted in the Rus-
sian Federation or some of its areas where 
martial law has been imposed, taking into 
account the measures taken during martial 
law. Procedure for organizing, deploying 
and maintaining territorial defense, func-
tions of military management by bodies 

-
ment of TD or military formations, includ-
ing bodies and special formations created 
during wartime, federal executive bodies 
and their territorial bodies, executive bod-
ies authorities of the RF, local governments 

defense are determined by the Regulations 
on Territorial Defense of the Russian Fed-

St. 22 (on Territorial Defense) added 

the territories (parts of which) martial law 
is imposed, in municipalities where martial 
law is imposed, from the date of martial 
law in In accordance with the procedure 
determined by the President of the Russian 
Federation, interdepartmental coordinating 
bodies (hereinafter referred to as the TD 
headquarters) are established.

In Art. 22, supplemented by paragraphs 
5-6 states that «the activities of the head-
quarters of the TD are governed by federal 
laws, other regulations of the Russian Fed-
eration, as well as regulations of the constit-
uent entities of the Russian Federation and 
municipal legal acts adopted to implement 
federal defense legislation».

And the heads of the TD headquarters are 

the highest executive bodies of the RF sub-

the local administration (executive-admin-
istrative body of the municipality), who are 
personally responsible for the implementa-
tion of the assigned on them FZ and other 
normative legal acts of the Russian Federa-

tasks of territorial defense headquarters are:
1) ensuring the coordination of joint ac-

tions of bodies, formations and organiza-
tions that implement measures for territorial 
defense in the territory of the relevant sub-
ject of the Russian Federation, municipali-

2) ensuring the coherence of territorial 
defense measures with measures to ensure 
martial law, mobilization measures, civil 
defense measures and counter-terrorism 
measures carried out on the territory of the 
relevant subject of the Russian Federation, 
municipalities.

TD headquarters exercise the following 
main powers:

1) develop drafts of normative legal acts 
of the relevant subject of the Russian Fed-
eration, drafts of municipal legal acts of the 
relevant municipal entity ( territorial com-
munity - author) on the implementation of 

2) ensure the implementation of meas-
ures for SR on the territory of the relevant 

It should be noted that in 2017, the pro-
visions of Article 22 (which refers to TD) in 

which indicates an increase in attention to 

Meetings of the Committee of the Fed-
eration Council on Defense and Security 
were devoted to the consideration of topical 
issues of the formation of regulatory and le-
gal support of the Ministry of Defense in the 
Russian Federation.

The formation of the Armed Forces of the 
Russian Federation and other TD, as well 
as, to implement certain measures within 
its competence, forces and means of feder-
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al executive bodies, executive bodies of RF 
subjects, local governments and non-gov-
ernmental organizations are involved. Co-
herence of joint actions in the respective 
territory is ensured by interdepartmental 
coordinating bodies (TD headquarters ) 
(hereinafter referred to as TD headquarters 
), established in the constituent entities of 
the Russian Federation and in municipali-
ties from the beginning of martial law.

Within their powers, the TD headquar-
ters are responsible for the state of forces 
and funds created for the implementation 
of TD measures by the executive bodies of 
the constituent entities of the Russian Fed-
eration, municipalities, and manage these 
forces and funds. In order to provide infor-
mation and analytical support to the head-
quarters of the TD , as well as coordinate the 
activities of various public bodies formed in 
the RF to address issues of defense and se-
curity in some regions of the Russian Feder-
ation, regional control centers were created 

The results of the trainings show the pos-

time taken for decision-making by a senior 
-

on SAR issues. The restraining factor was 

with the RF Ministry of Defense, which is 
carried out in electronic formats through 
closed communication lines of military 
commissariats with subsequent delivery on 
purpose. Establishment of centers, taking 
into account the positive experience of ap-
plication, is recommended in all regions of 
Russia.

In the preparation of the executive bod-
ies of the RF subjects and municipalities of 
the TD system, a number of issues remain 
unresolved, such as: creation of TD forces 

-
neering and technical security of protection 
and defense facilities.

The Committee of the Federation Coun-
cil on Defense and Security supported the 
work carried out by the RF subjects on the 

the deployment of regional control centers 
and TD headquarters within the imple-
mentation of the concept of regional con-
trol centers of RF subjects. The practice 
of conducting large-scale mobilization ex-
ercises by the Main Directorate of Special 
Programs of the President of the Russian 
Federation with heads of executive bodies 
of the RF subjects and heads of municipal-
ities with discussion of problematic issues 

-
fense preparation.

Of great importance for the state is the 
interconnectedness of territorial and civil 
defense measures carried out since the be-
ginning of martial law. For Russia, the lack 
of legal regulation at the federal level is 
problematic:

– determination of the procedure for the 
creation and maintenance of forces and 
means for the implementation of certain 
measures of territorial defense by the exec-

– training of employees of the executive 
authorities of the RF, municipalities for the 
headquarters of the TD and determining 

– availability in the budgets of the RF at 
the time of cost items to increase the engi-
neering and technical security of facilities.

According to experts, the Ministry of 
Defense of the Russian Federation still 
faces important questions regarding the 
amendment of the Regulations on TD of 
the Russian Federation in terms of consoli-
dating the powers of the commander of the 
military district during wartime to deter-

determination of the order of creation and 
maintenance by executive bodies of sub-
jects of the Russian Federation, municipal 
formations of forces and means for perfor-

Conclusions. To build a strong and reli-
able system of territorial defense in Ukraine 
requires research and use in military con-
struction of foreign experience of territorial 
defense, military reserve, mechanisms for 
their management and logistics and arma-
ments, especially those whose policies pose 
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a threat to national security of Ukraine and 

territorial defense models.
Based on this experience, we consider 

it important to use the experience of sys-
tematic training of specialists of territorial 
defense headquarters (as is done in foreign 
countries and their municipalities) on the 
basis of higher military educational insti-

-
ganizations. It is necessary to develop the 
system of territorial defense to attach these 
units to each of the newly formed territorial 
communities, involving public organiza-
tions of veterans of the Armed Forces, law 
enforcement agencies of the war in eastern 
Ukraine, Cossack formations and hunting 
primary formations.

It would be worthwhile to conduct on 
the basis of the above experience, namely 
to form in the authorities (including local 
communities) specialized training of em-
ployees of executive authorities of all re-

gions, districts and territorial communities 
of Ukraine for territorial defense headquar-

exercises of these headquarters should be 
conducted regularly.

In many countries of the world, gov-
ernment decisions have been made on the 
recommendations of the Government on 
the recommendations of the Government 
to the executive bodies of ATU entities 
and local self-government bodies to guide 
the work. It is also necessary to develop a 
Ukrainian version of such recommenda-
tions and conduct similar work in each ad-
ministrative-territorial unit of the country, 
regularly conduct relevant training on the 
basis of educational institutions of the Min-

The Ukrainian government must take into 
account the peculiarities of the country’s 
geopolitical situation and propose all mech-
anisms of public administration to ensure 
national security, including using the mili-
tary-social institution of territorial defense.
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Abstract. It is noted that the issues of joint management of the delimitation agreements 

the development of trade and economic relations with foreign countries and international 

participation of subjects in the creation of international agreements of Ukraine on foreign 

responsible tasks. Therefore, further improvement of the mechanism of coordination of for-
eign economic activity of regions should focus on the establishment of horizontal ties, the 
creation of market structures in the regions that ensure the development of foreign econom-

-
ditions must be met: analysis and assessment of the economic environment of the region, as 

main tools for implementing the foreign economic model of the region.
It is determined that the priorities of foreign investment in Ukraine are determined by two 

mineral resources). Secondly, the regionalization of the interests of developed countries 
is determined by geographical and ethno-cultural proximity to certain Ukrainian regions.

Keywords: state regulation, trade and economic interests of the territory, foreign eco-
nomic activity, state programs, foreign economic relations, economic environment of the 
region 
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